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Construction Progressing at
Monarch at Ridge Hill in Yonkers

By Joan Gronowski

Yonkers,
NY
-Construction is progressing
at Monarch at Ridge Hill in
Yonkers, N.Y., with sales
soon to open at the luxury
condominium community,
which is located at
Westchester’s Ridge Hill,
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“Dude that was so dope!”
is not acceptable language
coming from a parent. But
now I don’t know what to
do. Any thoughts?

Yonkers Budget Hearings
Mask the Mayor’s
Mental Paralysis

Thomas
Bock

Page 25

a 1.3 million-square-foot
mixed-use
development
now under construction
on an 81-acre hilltop site
between the New York
State Thruway and the
Sprain Brook Parkway.
see Construction Pg. 8

Background: An advisory
came
from
Dwanita
Crosby, one of Chuck’s
staff members, merely
relaying caller information
to the rest of the council
- something that the City
Council President’s Office
is often asked to do when
constituents ask them to

pass along their message
to the rest of the City
Council. It in no way
included anyone’s opinion
as to any budget cuts or
remedies. Yonkers City
Council Minority Leader
John Murtagh’s response
to the relay of telephone
messages was a rude and
obnoxious retort to a staff
member, with copies to the
entire city council. [See
below] So, I respond in
kind.
I am extremely
disheartened and sickened
to say that I have just learned
that you made statements

Dear G.A.B: Facebook

Referring to...

Gail
Farrelly

The Last Word

Yonkers, NY -- The
Yonkers Budget Hearings
conducted live before
a viewing audience on
Tuesday afternoon, from
1:00 pm though 5:00 pm,
on May 11, 2010, was an
exercise meant to scrutinize
the budgets of the Office
of Constituent Services,
the Office of the Inspector

General, the Department of
Public Works, Corporation
Counsel, and Housing &
Community Development.
Inquiry began later
than the scheduled time
specified, yet concluded
more quickly than one
would have imagined; it
was a telling and revealing
scenario nonetheless.
Kathy Moran spoke to
the operations for which she
had oversight. It included
see Hezitorial Pg. 2

By Alisa Singer
Dear G.A.B.,
I confess I joined
Facebook solely to keep
tabs on my teenage son.
Though I feel bad about
that, I feel worse about the
fact that he just defriended
me after I posted a message
on his “wall” congratulating
him for getting an “A” on
his Chem test. Apparently

Signed,
Friendless,
Dear Friendless,
I too joined Facebook
for the sole purpose of
spying on my teenager.
Any reader who is horrified
by this either (a) does not
now have, and has never
had, a teenaged child
or (b) thinks he is the
possessor of that rare breed
- a virtual oxymoron - the
see Dear G.A.B. Pg. 15
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The Hezitorial From Page 1
the Office of the Aging
and Constituent Services.
Councilwoman
Joan
Gronowski (3rd District)
began the inquiry of Ms
Moran. Ms Gronowski’s
grasp of the various titles
and job descriptions became
evident. She had studied
the charts, and was familiar
with every department to
come before her inquiry
that afternoon. She sliced
through the figures like a
hot knife through butter. It
wasn’t too long before it
became clear that funding
designated for individuals
assigned to one department
were in fact working
at another department.
Further, services rendered
were not always to the
designated department, but
elsewhere.
This was proven to be the
case in every department
scrutinized except for the
Office of the Inspector
General.
It seemed comical
to find Yonkers City
Council President Chuck
Lesnick, Majority Leader
Patricia McDow, Minority
Leader John Murtagh,
Councilman John Larkin,
or
Councilman Dennis
Shepherd
insinuating
questions to department
heads gleaned from inquiry
made by Ms Gronowski.
Still,
it
took
Ms.
Gronowski, the one studied
councilmember to initiate
interest in the inquiry
process. Councilmember
Wilson Terrero found it
propitious to depart for
the Dominican Republic
instead of attending the
Budget Hearings while his
constituents and the rest of
Yonkers climbed onto Ms
Gronowski’s shoulders to
make heads or tails of the
budgetary crisis that had
burdened Yonkers more so
than Yonkersites were told.
Ms Gronowski took
scrutiny of the budget
seriously, while those

in attendance stuttered
reluctantly before being
cajoled into participating
by
the
demanding
and
unrelenting
Ms
Gronowski.
Very evident was the
fact that services rendered
from one department,
favoring another, were not
compensated in written
form, within ledgers that
subscribed to normal fiscal
protocol.
Mark Blanchard divulged
upon questioning that
approximately 3 percent
of the over $2 million
budget
allocated
to
Yonkers
Corporation
Counsel was done so in
favor of the Yonkers Board
of Education (BoE). No
matter how paltry the sum,
it is not delineated as would
any formal ledger conform.
The $60,000 worth of
services rendered do NOT
include the cost of defense
against litigation brought
before the courts by the
Yonkers BoE against the
City of Yonkers (COY).
Rose Noonan, who
is contracted by COY
to
oversee
Housing
and
Community
Redevelopment admitted
that one of her staff, a
“Bill” earns approximately
$100,000. He is a Yonkers
City employee who must
answer to the head of the
Housing Action Network
who is not a city employee.
Oddly,
Ms
Noonan
admitted that she has not
interacted with another
individual, also earning
approximately $100,000,
who is designated within
her $200,000 budget.
She admitted after back
and forth questioning
by Ms Gronowski that
the unnamed individual
works for the Office of the
Mayor.
Discrepancies such as
delineated above prove the
administration has been
squirreling funds under

lines in ledgers difficult
to discern, much less find,
within a budget valued
just shy of $1 billion.
Show us the money Mayor
Amicone?
As the Yonkers City
Council
contemplates
the effects of Mayor
Amicone’s $109.5 million
FY 2010-2011 Budget,
Finance
Commissioner
James LaPerche, who
contemplates his pending
retirement after seeing this
year’s Mayor’s Budget
through, has become quick
to anger over piercing
inquiry that sheds light on
creative accounting coverups.
Inside “acid-tongued”
sources familiar with
backroom scenarios have
advised talk of Mayor
Amicone postulating a 5
percent across the board
pay cut, as told in various
venues by Mr Murtagh,
eschewing likewise support
by fellow Councilmembers
Larkin and Shepherd,
is a falsehood. Mayor
Amicone is reluctant to
promote this concept. He
is simply too paralysed to
think. Yonkersites have
concluded Mr Murtagh
is disingenuous. Were he
supportive of the 5 percent
pay cut, a press release to
that effect would have been
issued. None has yet been
issued.
While the Yonkers City
Council awakens to the
opaque crevices hiding
unexplained
funding
allocations in unexpected

and undiscovered places,
Yonkers
Mayor
Phil
Amicone is wracked with
mental paralysis that has
invaded his psyche since
a poll taken to prove his
prowess in challenging
incumbent Senator Andrea
Stewart-Cousins
fell
short. He is outflanked
and stymied by accruing
a 50 plus percent negative
rating. It seems Mayor
Amicone can no longer
escape blame every time
he stands before a mirror
pointing to the man that
foiled his options for higher
office. Mayor Amicone’s
slow recognition of his selfdestructive behavior has
reduced his effectiveness
as an elected official to its
lowest point. His arrogance
and back-stabbing tactics
have destroyed his alleged
quest to unseat Senator
Stewart-Cousins.
More importantly,
Mayor
Amicone’s
negative standings among
Yonkersites are so low the
prospect for rescinding
term limits, so that he may
run for a third term, are
also dashed.
It may be time for
Mayor Amicone to direct
Commissioner LaPerche
to
redo
the
books.
When he does, perhaps
Mayor Amicone
will
permit him to reveal the
declining revenue stream
that has caused the $109.5
million budget deficit to
be exceeded to even more
onerous heights.

ADVERTISE
914-562-0834
WHYTmedia
@gmail.com
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Comptrollers DiNapoli and Liu Team Up to Audit MTA
New York, NY -- New York
State Comptroller Thomas
P. DiNapoli and New York
City Comptroller John
C. Liu on May 13, 2020,
announced their offices
would conduct a joint
audit of the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
(MTA). The comptrollers
said the audit would review
the fiscal and community
impact of subway and
commuter rail service
disruptions, as well as how
effectively and efficiently
the MTA managed the
planned service changes.
“New Yorkers need
the MTA,” Comptroller
DiNapoli said.
“But
they don’t have a lot of
confidence that the MTA
is doing its best to provide
the service the city needs.
Today is the first day
of a new partnership.

Comptroller Liu and I are
going to make sure the
MTA is doing everything
possible to keep the city
moving. These are tough
fiscal times, but tough
times make it even more
imperative that the MTA
step up and do better.”
“It often seems that the
MTA is most reliable for
its perennial shutdowns
of subway service, citing
necessary track work,” said
Comptroller Liu, former

Chairperson of the City
Council
Transportation
Committee.
“There’s
little question that repairs
and upgrades are needed
throughout the system.
But people need far greater
assurance that the MTA is
planning the shutdowns
and actual track work
tightly so as to minimize
the disruptions to riders
and the economic impact to
small business owners. Our
examination of the MTA
will shed light on whether
‘necessary track work’ has
become an overused black
hole of an excuse.”
The audit partnership
announced during a City
Hall press conference
today is the first joint effort
between the City and State
Comptrollers in more than
10 years.
In addition to addressing

the fiscal impact upon
communities
directly
affected by MTA service
disruptions, the audit will
also answer the following
questions:
•Is the maintenance and
capital work scheduled
to promote efficient, cost
effective maintenance?
•Is the maintenance and
capital work scheduled
to
minimize
service
disruption? And,
•Is the riding public

adequately
informed
of
potential
service
disruption?
The audit period will
cover January 2009 until
the end of the audit field
work, scheduled to begin
next week.
DiNapoli’s office has
several other MTA audits
underway, including a
review of the MTA’s use
of overtime, its salary
compensation, and its cash
management
practices.
DiNapoli’s office is now
authorized by the recent
Public Authority reforms
to review the MTA’s bigticket contracts, which will
serve the public interest
by
providing
greater
oversight, accountability,
and transparency.

Leader of the Pack Joins Pet Sitters International
Westchester County, NY
-- Leader of the Pack
has been accepted for
membership in Pet Sitters
International (PSI), an
organization
of
more
than 8,000 independent
professional pet sitting
services throughout the
United States, Canada and
abroad. Founded in 1994,
PSI is the world’s largest
educational association for
professional pet sitters.
For pet owners, in-home
pet sitting provides a unique

alternative to boarding
facilities—or relying on
family or neighbors to
check on pets. Pet sitters
come to the home daily and
animals are able to keep
their regular routines for
meals, walks, medication
and one-on-one care and
attention. Owners report
that their pets experience
less stress and adjust better
to their owners’ absence
when the pets remain in
their normal environment.
PSI offers members

access to bonding and
liability insurance and
educational resources such
as PSI’s Accreditation
Program and annual Quest
convention. According to

PSI President Patti Moran,
pet owners consider their
’fur children‘ part of the
family and the demand for
quality care continues to
increase, “Our membership
consists of trusted pet
care professionals serving
an average of 191 clients
each and performing an
estimated 17.4 million pet
sitting engagements each
year,” Moran said.
With membership in
PSI, Leader of the Pack has
reinforced its dedication

to offering professional,
quality
services
and
increasing their knowledge
of the pet care industry.
Tari Rutherford and
Leader of the Pack are
available for pet sitting for
all towns in Westchester
County. Call 914-479-7220
for an appointment.
For additional
information about Pet
Sitters International, visit
www.petsit.com.

FreshDirect Delivery to St. John’s Riverside Hospital
Yonkers, NY -- On May
11th, FreshDirect delivered
100
ready-to-heat-andserve 4-Minute Meals to St.
John’s Riverside Hospital
in Yonkers to celebrate
Nurse Appreciation Week
2010 (May 6 – 12). In this
photo, from left to right are
Kathleen Cronin, Director
7 West; Greg Sadowski,

Director
NSG;
Joyce
Strauss, Director of Critical
Care and Step Down;
Roberto Lewis, Assistant
Director Critical Care;
Kathleen Foley, Director
Med/Surg, 6 South; Herta
Muller, Director 5 South 5
West
FreshDirect, an online
grocery delivery service

based in Long Island
City, New York, recently
expanded its service area
to cover 21 communities
in Westchester including
Ardsley,
Bronxville,
Dobbs Ferry, Eastchester,
Harrison,
Hartsdale,
Hastings-on-Hudson,
Irvington,
Larchmont,
Mamaroneck,
Mount

Vernon, New Rochelle,
Pelham, Port Chester,
Purchase, Rye, Scarsdale,
Tuckahoe, West Harrison,
White Plains and Yonkers.
More information is
available at www.
freshdirect.com.
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Sadewhite, Jenkins,
Castro-Blanco, and Brady
On the Level on
WVOX-1460 AM
New Rochelle, NY -- A
power-packed morning will
awake your sensibilities as
hard as a jolt of java. We
start easy and get hard. The
show opens with Yonkers
Philharmonic
Orchestra
Maestro James Sadewhite.
Next, Westchester County
Legislature
Chairman
Ken Jenkins brings us
up to speed on what has
transpired the night before.
This will become a regular
aspect of the show. Then our
headliner, former Yonkers
City Council President Jim
Castro Blanco. We end the
last quater hour of the show
with Capt. James Brady,
president of the Yonkers
Yonkers Uniformed Fire
Officers
Association
(UFOA). Up to the

challenge are your On the
Level hosts Richard Narog
and Hezi Aris. Listen to the
show from 10 am through
11 am, this Tuesday, May
18, 2010, on WVOX-1460
AM on your radio dial
and via audio streaming
technology on the Internet
at www.WVOX.com.
For those who crave
more news with a Yonkers
perspective
consider
listening to Hezi Aris
Wednesday mornings at
8:35 am when he and Bob
Marrone discuss hyper
local issues on the Good
Morning Westchester radio
program hosted by Bob
Marrone.

“America’s great
community radio
stations!”
-The Wall Street Journal

The Voice of The Golden Apple
One Broadcast Forum, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801 (914) 636-1460

Jim Maisano Announces Bid for NYS
Supreme Court Justice
New
Rochelle,
NY
-Westchester County
Legislator Jim Maisano
announced today he is
running this November
for New York State
Supreme Court Justice for
the 9th Judicial District
(Westchester,
Putnam,
Rockland,
Orange
&
Dutchess). Maisano has
served on the Westchester
County Board of Legislators
for the past 13 years
representing New Rochelle
and Pelham and currently
serves as Minority Leader.
Maisano stated, “I have
been committed to public
service since I joined the
Marine Corps in 1984
and continue to honor
this commitment through
my service as a County
Legislator. I have deep
respect for the powerful
impact of the courts and
judiciary on people’s lives.
I look forward to bringing
my skills and experience to
the bench. My goal is to
be a judge that exemplifies
Thomas
Jefferson’s
important ideal that ‘the
most sacred of the duties of
a government is to do equal
and impartial justice to all
its citizens.’”
Throughout his service
as a legislator, Maisano
has also practiced law. In
the past eight years, he has
worked in the New York
offices of two international
law firms. He has been a
counsel with Crowell &
Moring LLP since 2007
practicing in the areas of
commercial
litigation,
financial services and
antitrust law.
Maisano
represents clients in a
wide range of federal,
state and local litigation
and arbitration actions
with cases dealing with
business, real estate and
financial institution issues.
Before Crowell & Moring,

he practiced commercial
litigation,
financial
services,
real
estate,
negligence and government
relations at Buchanan
Ingersoll & Rooney (20032007). He practiced law
in New Rochelle as a sole
practitioner in commercial
litigation,
real
estate,
negligence and criminal
defense matters (19952003); with an insurance
defense firm (1994-1995);
and a commercial litigation
firm (1992-1994).
He
was also a small claims
court arbitrator in the New
Rochelle City Court (19962003).
Maisano continued,
“My experience in both
small and large law firms,
along with government and
military service, provides
me with a diverse and
broad-based background.
I am used to addressing
real-world problems that
people face every day, as
well as litigating complex
corporate business disputes.
I will bring this lifetime of
experience to the courtroom
each day and be a firm, fair
and empathetic judge.”
He was re-elected to his
seventh term on the Board
of Legislators in 2009.
First elected in 1997,
Maisano has held various
leadership
positions,
including:
Republican
Minority Leader (2003,
2010); Republican Minority

Whip
(2002,
2008,
2009); Co-Chair, Rules
Committee (2003); Chair,
Public Works Committee
(2000-2001); and Chair,
Intergovernmental
Relations
Committee
(2004-2005). He has also
served on the Legislation,
Environment, Families and
Labor Committees.
Maisano served his
country in the United States
Marine Corps from 1984 to
1988 during which time he
received several awards
and commendations. He
worked as a landing support
specialist in embarkation
and logistics, trained and
supervised other Marines
and
was
honorably
discharged as a Sergeant.
Maisano earned a B.A. in
history and political science
from
City
University
of New York at Hunter
College in 1989. In 1992, he
received a J.D. from State
University of New York
at Buffalo School of Law,
where he gave the student
commencement
speech.
Maisano graduated from
Iona Prep in New Rochelle
in 1981.
He lives with his wife Jean
and son Michael in New
Rochelle with their dogs
Oakley and Marlee. Jean
works as a fund raising and
communications consultant
for nonprofit agencies in
Westchester. The Maisano
family attends Holy Name
of Jesus Church in New
Rochelle.
For further information,
direct email to
JimMaisano@gmail.com.
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“Bucks for Buckets” for St. John’s
Episcopal Church

Donations Sought to Restore and Preserve New Rochelle’s Oldest
House of Worship
New Rochelle, NY -- At
152 years of age, showing
your age is to be expected.
But even after a “face lift”?
The parishioners of St.
John’s Episcopal Church,
on Wilmot Ave. in New
Rochelle, hope to remedy
this with their “Bucks
for Buckets” fundraising
campaign.
“We need to raise enough
‘bucks’ to purchase at least
100 ‘buckets’ of paint to
restore and preserve, for
future generations, the
original clapboard siding
of the church,” said Joanne
Bartoli, chairperson of
the church’s fundraising
committee. “In 2009 we
gave our church a virtual
facelift
by
removing
the
aluminum
siding
which we were told by
the judges for the New
Rochelle Heritage Plaque
Award ‘compromised the
architectural significance
and historical integrity’
of the church structure.
We had no argument with
that!”
Nonetheless, the church
building was acknowledged
by the committee as a “Site
Significant to New Rochelle
History” and a total historic

restoration campaign got
underway. This included
having a color matching
analysis conducted on
the layer upon layer of
peeling painting that had
been covered up by the
now removed aluminum
siding. “The paint color
analysis was one of the
accepted
preservation
techniques recommended
to us by the Historic Plaque
Committee,” noted Bartoli.
The color analysis
recommends
BenjaminMoore colors of Bone
White for the clapboard
siding, Country Redwood
for the sill and frame trim,

and Van Buren Brown
for the main door and
rear door.
The analysis
was underwritten by a
grant from the New York
Landmarks Conservancy
and the Episcopal Diocese
of New York.
“We are very happy
with the results of the color
analysis as these original
colors will blend well
with the new roofing and
new cedar shingles for the
church’s steeple that was
already completed and paid
for by parishioner donations
and assistance from the
Episcopal Diocese,” added
(The Rev.) Dr. Rayner
Hesse, pastor of St. John’s.
Besides having
a
well-known
local
landmark church building,
the St. John’s Wilmot
congregation is well-known
for its open door policy
where all are welcome
irregardless of race, gender,
religious beliefs or sexual
orientation.
Contributions to
the “Restoration Fund”
can be sent to St. John’s
Church, 11 Wilmot Road,
New Rochelle, New York
10804. Checks should be
made payable to St. John’s
Church, Wilmot.

Pedals for Progress Puts
Used Bikes to Work

White Plains, NY -- Pedals
for Progress, a non-profit
organization, has been
shipping used bikes to
developing countries for
20 years. The brain child
of Dave Schweidenback,
following his tour with the
Peace Corps., started with
what he expected to be a
one-time bike collection.
Its success made Dave
realize that this had
significant potential. He
knew firsthand that third
world countries needed the
bikes desperately.
Based in High Bridge, NJ,
Pedals for Progress works
with community groups to
schedule collections held
from Pennsylvania and
Virginia to Connecticut.
Not only does Pedals for
Progress save our landfills,
it helps the poor with
affordable, nonpolluting
transportation.
Sewing
machines were added as
demand grew from their
overseas partners and Dave
realized they would mean
creating businesses and
financial self-sufficiency.
Active overseas partners
exist in Guatemala, Ghana,
Uganda, Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Moldova and
others.
Pedals for Progress has

received numerous awards
including CNN Hero,
Forbes Enterprise Award,
World Aware Business
Award, Discovery Award,
Rolex Enterprise Award,
and Sargent Shriver Award
for Humanitarian Service.
Dave’s bike collection is his
contribution to the world’s
economic development.
On Saturday, May 22 from
9:00 am to 12:00 Noon, the
Westchester Cycle Club
is collecting bikes and
sewing machines at the
Trinity Lutheran Church,
2103 Route 6 in Brewster,
NY. On Sunday, May 23
from 1-4pm, The Rotary
District 7230 is collecting
bikes and sewing machines
at the White Plains High
School field house, off
Bryant Avenue between
Westchester Avenue and
North Street. Bikes and
sewing machines should
be in working condition
and have little rust. And
a minimum donation of
$10 per bike and sewing
machine is requested to
defray shipping costs.
Visit www.p4p.org for
more information about
these collections and how
to make a contribution to
Pedals (and Treadles) for
Progress.
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Junior League Hosts Project Madres Beauty Day at Salon POSH in Mamaroneck
Mamaroneck,
NY
-The Junior League of
Westchester on the Sound
(JLWOS) and JLWOS
community
partner
WestCOP
hosted
the
2nd annual beauty day
for Project Madres as a
culmination to the year-long
program aimed at providing
immigrant mothers with
the knowledge and skills
to raise their families and
be productive community
members. Salon POSH,
located at 516 West Boston
Post Rd. in Mamaroneck
generously opened the
salon for the day to make
this event possible.
All twenty women who
participated in the JLWOS
Project Madres program
attended this last and very
special meeting.
After
being educated throughout

the year on topics such
as nutrition, domestic
violence, women’s health,
educational
milestones,
immigration, taxes and
job-seeking,
this
last
meeting
provides
the
women with a strong boost
of self-confidence and selfesteem.
Salon POSH provided 7
stylists to cut and blowdry the women’s hair free
of charge. Additionally,
3 make-up artists were
on-site to complete the
makeovers.
“It warms my heart to
be able to provide and
put a smile on the faces
of women who otherwise
are not accustomed to
receiving such extravagant
and caring attention,” said
Diane Cermele, Owner,
Salon POSH. “At the end of

the day, every woman loves
to feel beautiful. My staff
and I could not experience
a more rewarding feeling
than to help make these
women feel that feeling of
beauty.”
Camaraderie, laughter
and tears of joy were
brewing at Salon POSH,
as the women enjoyed their
coffee and haircuts, and
their last meeting of the
year as part of the JLWOS
Project Madres program.
JLWOS and WestCOP
provided babysitting for
the women’s children and
also served a nutritious
meal at the Mamaroneck
CAP Center.
“Project Madres is
such an important Junior
League committee and the
excitement today at the
salon was tangible,” said

Jennie McFarland, JLWOS
President. “The beauty day
completes a year filled with
knowledge and education
and allows the women to
leave the program betterprepared for job interviews
and more confident to face
the daily challenges they
encounter. We are grateful
to Salon POSH for their
immense generosity in
helping to brighten and
improve the future of the
women in our Project
Madres program.”
Salon POSH is owned
and operated by 30 year old
Westchester native Diane
Cermele. The full service
hair salon operates Tues
10-6, Wed 10-6, Thurs 128, Fri 10-6, Sat 9-5. Call
(914) 899-3333 for more
information. All first time
customers will receive a

15% discount!
Project Madres’
committee coordinates a
monthly workshop series
for
Spanish-speaking
immigrant mothers and
their young children. The
program has been held at
Holy Rosary Church in Port
Chester for the last seven
years and in Mamaroneck
for the past 3 years. The
goal of the program is to
improve self-esteem and
confidence in women so
that they can provide a
better life for themselves
and their children in the
U.S.
Learn more about the Junior
League of Westchester on
the Sound (JLWOS) at the
www.jlwos.org.

Chief Crime Analyst for Westchester Intelligence Center Receives Top Award
White Plains, NY -- On
May 10, 2010, Westchester
County District Attorney
Janet DiFiore announced
that the Westchester County
Intelligence Center’s Chief
Investigative Crime Analyst
Robyn Arias has received
the International Association
of
Law
Enforcement
Intelligence Analysts 2010
Professional Service Award
which is given to an individual
for outstanding contributions
as an intelligence analyst
in the achievement of law
enforcement objectives.
The award was presented
at the IALEIA annual
convention on May 6, 2010.
It recognizes an individual
crime analyst for a particular
contribution as an intelligence
analyst, in the furtherance of
an investigation; specifically
the June 16th, 2009 unsealing
of a federal indictment by the
United States Attorney for
the Southern District of New
York against nine individuals
for their membership in a
criminal group involved in
store burglaries, extortion,
firearms offenses and other

crimes
throughout
the
Northeast United States.
The investigation started
with the WIC’s Chief
Investigative Crime Analyst
Robyn Arias comparing
two commercial burglaries
at Best Buy consumer
electronics stores, one in
the City of Mount Vernon
and the other in the Town of
Greenburgh.
A subsequent attempted
commercial burglary in
Greenburgh helped break
open the case as evidence
was left behind assisting in
identifying an individual
suspect.
Through
that
individual, the crime analyst
was able to identify other
possible associates. She
also used various social
networking sites and cell
phone records to familiarize
herself with the suspects and
their inner circle.
Once the targets and
their modus operandi were
established, she was then
able to start confirming
their involvement in other
Best Buy burglaries that
were being reported in New

Chief Crime Analyst Robyn Arias (L) standing with
Westchester County District Attorney Janet DiFiore (R).
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and other locations in the
Northeast.
Cell
phone
analysis put them in the
areas of the crimes as well as
a GPS taken from a suspect
vehicle which confirmed
their involvement.
Detectives and investigators
from
the
Westchester
County District Attorney’s
Office, the Greenburgh
Police Department, the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for the
Southern District of New
York, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the New York
City Police Department,

the New York State Police,
the Suffolk County Police
Department, the Westchester
County Police Department,
the
Nassau
County
Police Department, the
Pennsylvania State Police
and other law enforcement
agencies in New Jersey,
Connecticut, Virginia and
Ohio all shared information
allowing for a pattern to
emerge showing more than
39 burglaries in multiple
jurisdictions executed in an
organized fashion.
District Attorney Janet
DiFiore
congratulated

Robyn Arias on receiving
this award, “Crime Analyst
Robyn Arias took bits
of seemingly unrelated
information from two routine
commercial
burglaries
of big box retail stores in
Westchester and developed
an extensive profile and
pattern linking them to
similar crimes in and around
the region. This investigation
is but one example of how
The Westchester Intelligence
Center,
which
was
established in 2008, provides
on a daily basis the kind of
collaboration and analysis
for and between local, state
and federal law enforcement
partners that is critical
in today’s technological
environment.”
IALEIA is the largest
professional organization in
the world representing law
enforcement intelligence
analysts. It is based in the
United States and represents
crime analysts in local,
state/provincial and federal
law enforcement agencies
worldwide.
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How Much Money Will the GreenR Plan Cost
New Rochelle Residents?

By Peggy Godfrey
Sustainability Consultant
Debra Newborn explained
that because New Rochelle
was selected as one of the
three cities to be part of
the ICLEI pilot, the Draft
GreenR 2010 Vision and
Action for a Healthier
Community Plan was
created. Thirty three (33)
volunteers were selected
by City Manger Chuck
Strome, comprised of
experts and community
leaders. The community
workshop attracted 150
residents. She asked if this
plan makes sense for the
residents of New Rochelle
and if there is a reasonable
probability it can be
accomplished. Although
she felt most initiatives
in the report would save
money, she explained there
is a need for a thorough

cost analysis, especially
for
future
allocations
using grants and voluntary
actions. She is looking
forward to constructive
suggestions. The public
hearing was held on May
11 at New Rochelle City
Hall.
Herbert Fox, a mechanical
engineering professor on
the committee, said he was
involved in the conclusions
of the document. He
pointed out, “man can
alter the consequences of
climate changes”. Michael
Yellin, Co-chairman of
the
Glenwood
Lakes
Neighborhood Association,
supported the “modest
goals” but felt the document
did not go far enough. In
his view Davids Island
needed to be pursued as
well as the reduction of
non-point source pollution.
This theme continued to
be echoed throughout the
hearing.
Some school children
addressed
the
City
Council.
The
student
President of Ward School
has been advocating for
environmentally friendly

lunch trays and to have
frozen yogurt served at the
school. Several students
from Trinity School’s
Green Team also supported
the plan. Joan Alexander of
the New Rochelle League
of Women Voters promised
the League would study
the plan in the next few
months.
Robert Cox, founder
of New Rochelle Talk
of the Sound, urged the
public be given a sufficient
amount of time to read
the document and that the
approval date should not be
June. The great number of
speakers who were on the
committee who spoke at
the hearing was mentioned.
Steve Mayo said he
supports sustainability but
added “the devil is in the
details” because he said it
was “only a vague outline
at this point” and not a
plan. These environmental
problems took thousands
of years to occur, so
“what is the hurry?” The
City should take the time
to study the document.
Joe Calisi said there is
insufficient infrastructure
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to support the multitude of
apartments proposed for
downtown. The taxes are
already too high.
What are some topics
in the GreenR Plan?
Mayor Noam Bramson
viewed it as a framework,
and wanted the funding
to rely on “grants, private
initiatives and contributions
of existing staff resources.”
Green building standards
include the use of LEEDs
standards which are not
even in the state codes.
Loans are projected to
be paid back through
energy savings and are
promoted. Other initiatives
include better water and
wastewater management
and enforcement of the
idling laws.
Although the Echo Bay
Development is cited, the
report says this waterfront
is “currently inaccessible
and
contaminated.”
Planning for Davids Island
should be for sustainable
development. Workforce
housing must be completed
to comply with the Legacy
Grant conditions.
But probably the most
controversial part of the
report states 95% of all new
housing according to the
report should be “within
walking distance of mass
transit and at least 65% of
new housing units within
one-half mile of the New
Rochelle Transit Center.
Criticism of this part of
the plan was inevitable.

The
problems
being
experienced by residents
of Clinton Place who
have been unable to take
morning showers between
7 a.m. and 9 a.m. since
the opening of the Avalon
buildings was cited.
It
was also felt that the recent
shortage of parking spaces
in downtown lots, created
by people who lived in
these Avalon buildings and
refused to pay for a parking
space in their building or
in a city lot, needed to be
addressed by City Council
before any action is taken
on this sustainability plan.
After the hearing
two residents had some
comments. Joan Coviello
said increasing the recycling
is a good thing, but if any
of these changes are going
to cost the homeowners
more money it will create
a hardship for the lower
income residents and make
it difficult for them to keep
their homes, especially
senior citizens on limited
incomes.
Ines Candrea
asked if it was ethical for
official members of this
GreenR Committee to come
to speak at a public hearing,
and to make matters worse,
not to identify themselves.
“Some of the speakers at
this hearing were not even
residents of New Rochelle.
They have no right to speak.
Why would City Council
members be listening to
people who do not live in
New Rochelle?”
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Yonkers IDA Approves Economic Package for Chrysler Dealership
Yonkers, NY - The Board
of Yonkers
Industrial
Development
Agency
(IDA)
unanimously
approved an economic
development package for
Central Avenue Chrysler
Jeep Dodge Inc. that
will allow for significant
renovation and expansion
of its current facility, as
well as gain approval for
Fiat dealer status. Fiat
owns a 20 percent interest
in Chrysler Corp.
The dealership has been
in Yonkers since 1954 and
currently occupies a 16,599
square-foot facility at 1839
Central Park Avenue. The
renovations will begin this
Spring and are expected to
be completed by the end of
2010.
The estimated $1
million project will feature
a new 2,750 square-foot

showroom space for all
Chrysler brand vehicles
and a new 750 squarefoot customer service
waiting area equipped with
handicapped
accessible
bathrooms. In addition,
there will be an arch
constructed in the front of
the facility creating a raised
elevated look – making the
dealership highly visible
to attract new customers
who pass by. The project
will create 10 new full
time jobs, 10 construction
jobs and will also allow
the dealership to keep 80
permanent jobs.
The economic inducement
package from the IDA
for this project includes a
mortgage tax exemption
and a sales and use tax
exemption for materials
and equipment used in
construction. The Board

also directed IDA staff to
negotiate an amendment
to the existing full tax pilot
agreement.
“For decades, Central
Park Avenue in Yonkers
has been a vibrant and
flourishing retail haven that
has attracted consumers
from across the region,”
said
Mayor
Philip
Amicone, chairman of the
Yonkers IDA. “At a time

when the American car
industry is still shaking
off the aftereffects of this
painful recession, we are
delighted that Chrysler Jeep
Dodge Inc. is able to stay
and expand its business in
our great City, providing
jobs for our residents and
solidifying our position as
the leading retail destination
in Westchester County.”
“Bolstering our retail

sector is key to generating
tax revenue for the City,
but more importantly, it
keeps jobs in Yonkers and
attracts other businesses
to the area,” said Ellen
Lynch,
president
and
CEO of the Yonkers IDA.
“With the support of the
IDA and its tax incentive
programs, Yonkers retail
sector has boomed over
the past year – with new
projects in progress across
the City. Our success and
our renaissance is a direct
result of the wonderful
opportunities we can offer
to business leaders and
entrepreneurs.”
Yonkers Mayor Philip
Amicone is the chairman of
the Yonkers IDA.

Construction Progressing at Monarch at Ridge Hill in Yonkers From Page 1
Phase I of Monarch at
Ridge Hill, consisting of
a mid-rise tower with 167
one- and two-bedroom
condominiums on seven
acres within the larger retail
and office development
is well underway. The
interiors were designed
by noted designer Andres
Escobar and Associates,
whose chic, contemporary
sensibility has entranced
buyers and won him
accolades
around
the
world.
More than half of the
homes at Monarch will
have outdoor terraces
and
balconies
that
take advantage of the
stunning views, and the
condominium community,
which has applied for
LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design) certification from
the U.S. Green Building
Council, will incorporate
many “green” energysaving features, minimizing

future residents’ carbon
footprints.
“We are delighted to
be introducing such an
exciting and innovative new
community to prospective
buyers in the New York
metropolitan area,” said
Gay Prizio, Director of
Marketing and Sales for
Houlihan Lawrence Project
Marketing, the exclusive
sales and marketing agent.
“We anticipate a strong
demand from buyers who
are seeking the convenience
of urban living in a beautiful
suburban setting.”
Prices for the
condominiums at Monarch
at Ridge Hill will start in
the low $300,000s for onebedroom homes and in the
low $400,000s for twobedroom homes. The sales
office is due to open this
summer, with the models to
open later this year and the
first occupancies scheduled
for early 2011. A second
tower will be built in Phase

II, with plans for two more
towers.
All of the homes will
include luxury features
such as high ceilings, open
kitchens with CaesarStone
quartz
countertops,
stainless steel appliances
and sustainable bamboo
flooring.
A unique aspect of
Monarch at Ridge Hill
is its New Urbanism
appeal. New Urbanism
is a development design
trend centered on creating
complete,
pedestrianfriendly
communities
that allow residents to
walk to neighborhood
amenities, such as stores
and entertainment venues,
rather than having to use
their cars to satisfy their
everyday needs.
“Monarch is on the
cutting edge of New
Urbanism, offering a new
version of suburban life in
which everyday needs are
satisfied by taking a few

pollution-free steps within
the village,” Prizio said.
“Whether future residents
want to go to the gym, take
in a movie, pick up some
groceries, swim a few laps,
buy a wedding present or
play a game of tennis, the
New Urbanism lifestyle
offered by Monarch will
allow them to do it all right
at home.”
Residents of Monarch at
Ridge Hill will have all the
conveniences of living in
an urban village, including
a wealth of on-site
amenities and easy access
to Manhattan as well as to
the shops and restaurants of
Westchester’s Ridge Hill.
Monarch’s Atrium, a
generous 25,000-squarefoot facility of on-site
amenities at Monarch at
Ridge Hill will ultimately
feature a two-story gym
with a running track, tennis
courts, a half basketball
court, a bowling simulator,
an indoor pool, a sauna,

a wine cellar, a cinema
room, an observation deck,
a children’s playroom, a
residents’ lounge and a 24hour concierge service and
valet parking.
Monarch at Ridge Hill
also offers convenient
access
to
Manhattan,
which is only 10 miles to
the south, via a five-minute
shuttle bus ride to the
Metro North train station
in nearby Bronxville, N.Y.
The commute to Grand
Central Station is under 30
minutes, which is less than
the commute to Midtown
from many parts of the
city.
In addition, residents
will be able to take
advantage of all of the
offerings of Westchester’s
Ridge Hill. Slated to open
in 2011, Ridge Hill will
include a unique open-air
mall containing fine dining,
shopping opportunities and
see Construction Pg. 9
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Construction Progressing at Monarch at Ridge Hill in Yonkers From Page 8
a picturesque village green
featuring outdoor furniture,
restful fountains and an
outdoor fire pit, as well as
landscaped walkways and
walking trails.
Among the businesses
that have signed leases at the
village are anchors Whole
Foods and Cinema De Lux,
National
Amusements’
premium movie theater
brand, and L.L. Bean, the
famous outdoor retailer.
The popular Cheesecake
Factory restaurant and

Sephora, a leading beauty
retailer, have also signed
leases.
For more information
on Monarch at Ridge Hill,
visit the Web site at www.
monarchrh.com,
direct
e-mail to info@monarchrh.
com, or call 914-375-3710.
About the Horizon at
Ridge Hill LLC
Horizon at Ridge
Hill is a joint venture
of
three
established
development companies,
including the Horizon

Group, a full-service real
estate development and
investment
corporation
involved
in
the
development, construction
and leasing of luxury
residential and commercial
projects with a strong
footprint in New York, Long
Island and New Jersey; IGI
(Izaki Group Investment),
a leading owner, developer
and manager of largescale office, retail and
commercial real estate
projects in the United

States and Europe; and
Azorim, one of the largest
construction
companies
in Israel, specializing in
residential buildings and
profit-yielding real estate
projects.
About Houlihan Lawrence
Project Marketing
Houlihan Lawrence
Project Marketing is an
exclusive marketing and
sales agent for residential
new construction and
conversion projects in
New York, New Jersey

and Connecticut. As the
developer-driven division
of the area’s largest realtor,
Houlihan
Lawrence
Project Marketing provides
specialization and extensive
experience
in
design
development,
market
research and analysis,
creative marketing and
strategic sales programs and
on-site sales management.

Yonkers IDA Votes to Move Forward with Economic Incentives for
Three New Projects

Yonkers, NY -- The Board
of Yonkers
Industrial
Development
Agency
(IDA)
unanimously
passed resolutions that
will help pave the way for
three diverse businesses
to open or expand in the
City of Yonkers. The IDA
approved measures to
move forward with public
hearings and to negotiate
incentive packages for
Quincy Amusements, Inc.,
to create a new 12-screen
movie theater; Westchester
ALP Property, LLC, to open
the Westchester Center for
Independent & Assisted
Living; and Yonkers Honda,
to enable the car dealership
to relocate within the City
and expand its services.
“Adding more affordable
housing, providing retail
options and developing
new entertainment venues
are key components to
improving the quality of
life for Yonkers residents,”
said Mayor Philip A.

Amicone, chairman of the
IDA. “These three projects
each bring something very
different to the table but,
together, make Yonkers an
even more desirable place
to live and work.”
Quincy Amusements,
Inc. is scheduled to start
construction in September
2010 on a 12-screen movie
theater located in the Ridge
Hill shopping center. The
64,644-square feet (sf),
$10.9 million development
is expected to create 10
permanent jobs, 110 parttime jobs and approximately
75 construction jobs. The
company is seeking an
economic package that
would include a sales and
use tax exemption.
In March 2010,
Westchester ALP Property,
LLC
purchased
78
Stratton Street South with
plans to convert the two
vacant buildings located
on the campus – totaling
105,491-sf – into the

Westchester Center for
Independent & Assisted
Living. The new facility
will offer low-income
seniors approximately 141
affordable housing units
with on-site amenities such
as dining, a beauty parlor/
barber shop, rehabilitation
centers, 24-hour country
kitchen,
security
and
medical services. The
$24 million project is
expected to create 75 jobs
and approximately 20
construction jobs.
The
company is seeking an
economic package that
includes a real property,
mortgage tax, sales and
use tax exemptions, as well
as a tax exempt Industrial
Revenue Bond.
Yonkers Honda has

agreed to enter into a longterm lease and to move its
current parts and services
operation to 500 Yonkers
Avenue as part of its plan
to remain and expand
in the City. The $3.5
million project includes
a 120,000-sf dealership
that will feature façade
improvements,
interior
renovations and furnishing
to provide customers with a
state of the art service shop,
three waiting areas and a
work area complete with
internet access. The project
will create approximately
eight permanent jobs and
nine construction jobs.
Thirty-three jobs will be
retained by Yonkers. The
dealership is seeking an
inducement package that
includes real property,
mortgage tax and sales and
use tax exemptions.
Ellen Lynch, president
and CEO of the Yonkers
IDA said, “Over the years,
the economic packages

developed by the IDA have
created thousands of jobs,
generated much needed
tax revenue for the City
and have made Yonkers an
exciting center of economic
growth and opportunity. We
are proud to move to the
next phase with all three
of these projects and look
forward to working with
the developers to put them
in motion.”
Following public
hearings, final development
agreements for each project
must come back to the
Yonkers IDA for approval.
The Yonkers IDA is chaired
by Yonkers Mayor Philip
Amicone.
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Yonkers Board of Education President
Bernadette Dunne Steps Down
By Hezi Aris
onkers, NY -- Yonkers
Board of Education (BoE)
President
Bernadette
Dunne has stepped down
from her responsibilities
on the Yonkers BoE. Her
third term of office expired
on May 2, 2010. Yonkers
Mayor Phil Amicone did not
offer her a reappointment.
Former Yonkers
City
Engineer Andrew Api will

succeed her. City Hall is
expected to make an official
announcement on Monday,
May 17, 2010.
Mrs Dunne issued the
following statement:
“I have successfully
completed 15 consecutive
years of service to the
children and community
of Yonkers. It is time now
to depart. The Board of
Education Trustees are
qualified and capable. The
Superintendent of Schools

is excellent, expert and
innovative based on his

research and data analysis.
Throughout these years
teachers, administrators,
staff and parents were
recognized and valued as
professionals, colleagues
and friends. I am most proud
of the accomplishments of
Yonkers students, so many
of them awarded state and
national recognitions. A
solid academic foundation
has
been
established
over these years with the
expectation that Yonkers

students will continue their
immersion in their studies
to realize their dreams into
reality.
I wish to thank the
Mayors who appointed
me for this rare and rich
opportunity.
Through
challenging and rewarding
times, it has always been
an honor and a privilege to
serve. God bless.”

Lesnick Must Rescind Controversial Raises for Key Aide
By Hezi Aris
Yonkers, NY -- The New
York Post on May 13,
2010 reported, “Governor
David
Paterson’s
top
spokesman today said that
the administration would
reverse the decision to give
promotions and raises to
to five Executive Chamber
employees.” Yonkers City
Council President Chuck

Lesnick should do likewise
regarding the $14,000 pay
increase that was to come
into effect last week on his
employees behalf.
“We’re not going to let
this become a distraction,”
Paterson Communications
Director Morgan Hook said
during an interview with
The Post Fred Dicker on
WGDJ 1300-AM. “We’re
going to do what is not the

right thing and pull back
these promotions.”
Some “acid-tongued”
bloggers have suggested
that there are other staff
among those employed by
Mr Lesnick’s Office of the
City Council President.
President Lesnick has
advised that no salary
increases have been given
to any other staff and none
are in the works.

Mr Lesnick may wish
to take heed from Albany
likewise; to rescind Mr
Adam Brill’s pay increase.
So should Mayor Phil
Amicone who continues
to hire people for duties
performed in favor of the
2nd Floor. Kristen Stevens
is the new Amicone hire.
This Republican operative
was Dan Schorr’s campaign
manager. Mr Schorr is the

present Yonkers Inspector
General, but Schorr was
not a political hire. Really?
For background
information read, “More
Money, More Money, More
Money, Yes, More Money”
By Hezi Aris”.

Lesnick Elected Head of Westchester Municipal Officials Association
May 14, 2010, Yonkers,
NY -Yonkers City
Council President Chuck
Lesnick was elected by
the Westchester Municipal
Officials
Association
(WMOA) as its president
for 2010-11 at the group’s
annual dinner last night.
WMOA is comprised
of the 45 cities, towns and
villages in Westchester and
has been in existence since
1937, the same year the
office of the Westchester
County Executive was
created.
Westchester
County Executive Rob
Astorino
ceremonially
swore in the new board
members of WOMA and
later delivered a keynote
address. Until this year, no
Yonkers city official has

ever served as president of
WOMA.
The new executive board
of WOMA consists of:
Chuck Lesnick, President;
Mayor
Drew
Fixell
(Tarrytown), First Vice
President; Mayor Dennis
Pilla (Port Chester), Second
Vice President, Supervisor
Barbara Gerrard (Town of
New Castle), Secretary and
Mayor William Hanauer
(Village of Ossining),
Treasurer. Former Scarsdale
Mayor Anne Janiak serves
as executive director of
WOMA.

Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino (back to camera) swore in the 2010-11
WMOA Executive Board officers last night at Antun’s in Elmsford.
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Mayor Marvin’s Column

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village
of Bronxville

At the May 11th Board
of Trustees’ Meeting, we
adopted a policy for periodic
property
revaluation.
Monday’s action followed
months of discussion
among ourselves, outside
experts, area assessors and
members of our Board of
Assessment Review.
WHY HAVE A POLICY?
We believe the Village
needs a long term assessing
policy to keep our values
current and equitable and
avoid returning to the
20% plus coefficient of
dispersion or margin of
error that existed prior
to the 2007 revaluation.
Simply put, we spent so
much time and money on
our revaluation to ever
let it go backwards. The
valuation of property
during a reassessment is
just a snapshot in time that
must be constantly adjusted
to achieve equity and
perfect the values. Village
property values are so high,
that it is unacceptable to
have many houses over
or under assessed.
The
consequences in taxes are
too great.
THE PLAN WE CHOSE
FOR BRONXVILLE
Some communities like
Pelham revalue every year
while others have mandated
revaluations traditionally
set at a five year mark.

The Trustees and I choose
to execute a plan requiring
revaluation of properties
every three years or if the
COD exceeds 12%.
We chose 12% COD
because a 10% COD
is considered close to
perfection in the industry
as agreed upon by most
of the national assessing
organizations. We want to
keep our tax roll as tight
as possible and as close
to perfection as we can,
mindful that assessing is
more an art than a science.
We chose not to revalue
on a yearly basis because
the Village does not have
enough sales in a single year
in all housing categories to
produce a reliable trend.
Also we believe a yearly
revaluation
when
the
margin of error is below
12% causes unnecessary
expense, upheaval, and
uncertainty. In contrast,
if we wait five years,
an undervalued home
receives five full years of
under assessment because
revaluation is the only tool
to correct under assessment.
On an annual basis, the
assessor can only add to
the value of a home if an
improvement is made and
the Board of Assessment
Review can only decrease
an assessment based on
evidence of incorrect
value.
If we only use a COD
percentage trigger, and
continue to monitor the
roll carefully and do a good
job, under assessed homes
would never be able to be
revalued.
On a cost benefit analysis,
we believe a three year
cycle with an earlier COD

trigger, should values go
out of acceptable equity, is
an intelligent compromise.
HOW WILL WE
EXECUTE THE PLAN?
Some communities do
it entirely in-house with
an assessing staff such
as the Town of Pelham
while others bring in an
outside company such as
we did to do the initial full
revaluation.
We chose a combination
of both approaches. A
great deal of the work will
be done “in-house” and we
have added the component
of an outside statistician
and assessor to review the
data and add expertise.
The cost is projected
to be between $90,000 –
$100,000 amortized over
three years with $20,000
of it covering the cost of
the outside expert. As a
basis of comparison, to
have an outside company
do the revaluation in its
entirety would cost in the
neighborhood of $285,000.
Our staff will do a
curbside inspection of 90%
of our homes. It is important
to make visual inspections
because our housing stock
is so unique, homes must
be seen in their context
or environment.
Also
improvements to homes
may have been made that
did not trigger a building
permit but added value
such as re-landscaping or
exterior repainting.
Only 10% of the homes
will need an interior
inspection since as a result
of our 2007 revaluation
and the fact that we have
kept abreast of all building
permits and additions
filed with our Building

Department,
most
of
our data is current and
accurate.
Internal inspections
will only be triggered
for specific reasons. For
example, if real estate
information advertises a
home as having a finished
basement or attic and we
do not have that in our
inventory information. In
contrast, if a home is on the
market for a lower value
than its current assessment,
the interior needs to be
viewed to determine why.
MECHANICS OF THE
PROPOSED PROCESS
Our assessing team
will be in the field with
laptops running reports to
determine value. They will
employ a combination of
three different methods to
arrive at a value:
Selection of three to five
very comparable homes
by using recent sales data.
The appraiser makes the
decision what homes to
use, making the visual
inspection so important.
Running a cost analysis
of the property by placing
a dollar value on the
cost of purchasing the
land, and building the
structure including all of
its improvements such as a
pool or landscaping.
Doing a multiple
regression analysis – this
is a standardized assessing
program that assigns a
point score to each element
of a house – number of
bedrooms,
fireplaces,
finished basements – the
scores are then assigned a
dollar value.
At the same time, our
independent expert, Dr.
Joseph Eckert, will review
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the data of our assessing
team and undertake an
independent neighborhood
trend analysis. He will
also add his skills as a
statistician and act as an
independent check on our
internal data generation.
COMPLETION OF
REVALUATION
We are currently at the
three year mark so it is time
to start the process.
Our goal is to have the
revaluation
completed
by the February 1, 2011
tentative tax roll with
the understanding that
according to State law,
if we miss this date by
one month, even by one
day, we can only use the
information for the next
tax year, 2012. Given the
cost/benefit analysis, and
the amount of resources we
can direct at the project, we
will not sacrifice accuracy
for speed and if we need
to, use the data for the
2012 tax roll. Since 2007,
everything we have done
has improved our assessing
system and we are learning
at every step and perfecting
our process and valuation
methods.
Having the most
equitable tax roll is our
goal. This is so important
because Bronxville taxes
are a significant yearly
expense for families and
it is our duty to implement
procedures that produce
both the best financial
value and most importantly
the most accurate property
valuation
for
every
taxpayer.
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The Last Word From Page 1
at today’s mayoral meeting
with union representatives,
referencing the fact that
you sit with council
members who suggest the
elimination of the Veterans
Service Agency from
Yonkers budgetary funding.
How dare you perpetuate
the
dissemination
of
false information initially
originated by the mayor’s
office – totally distorting
comments I made during
the April 15th budget
presentation, which were
taken out of context? I
have tried for the better
part of the month to right
things with the veterans,
at my own expense.
What you have done is
unconscionable.
Know this Mr. Murtagh.
I am not as nice as Chuck
Lesnick and I do not
suffer fools or hypocrites
and phonies very easily.
Although I may have had
issues with Chuck in the
past, I have never known
him to be a mean-spirited
individual. I cannot say
the same for you. Serving
on the city council with
hypocrites such as you has
eroded much of the more
genteel qualities I might
have had, I am afraid. I
have been approached, of
late, by several individuals
who have heard that I may
not seek re-election. If I
do decide not to run again
for public office, it will

be because of colleagues
such as you. Henceforth,
I will meet any and all of
your snide remarks on the
council floor accordingly.
I am proud to say that
there have only been about
three committee meetings I
have missed these past two
and a half years - regardless
of whether I was a member
of the committee. I wanted
to learn all I could about
every issue, which might
possibly come before
me for a vote. I do my
homework to the best of
my ability. During the past
two budget voting periods,
I have seen you either
entirely miss departmental
budget hearings, arrive late,
wander around the council
chambers or, even worse,
leave unannounced midmeeting like one of the Von
Trapp family members at
the end of their last concert
before escaping over the
Alps. It actually became
a running joke among the
rest of the city council as to
how soon you would make
your getaway during those
crucial meetings.
I’ve also seen you arrive at
those crucial departmental
budget meetings you did
attend, armed with nothing
more than a package of
Twizzlers, never even
asking a question. But, I
am sure your blackberry
typing speed has increased
tremendously these past

two years.
Yet, when
I missed this year’s
TAXPAYER
FUNDED
pilgrimage to Albany – due
to a weeklong illness, your
snide comments concerning
my absence were reiterated
to me. This incident today,
however, is the last straw.
How convenient that
you have been reanimated
in preparation for a run
for mayor, even starting
a Facebook page seeking
taxpayer input as to
how Yonkers can solve
the budget crisis.
By
any chance, did any of
your feedback include
questioning as to why John
Murtagh blindly voted for
almost every tax increase
suggested by the mayor?
But, I am delighted to see
that you are now piggybacking on all of the
questions I have asked
during this year’s budget
process – taking advantage
of my hours-long research
of departmental backup
documentation.
I don’t
mind your tailgating on
my dime if it benefits the
taxpayer.
At least it’s
a departure from your
constant giggling and
insider joking across the
council floor during the
conduct of city council
business. Do you forget
you are televised in the
council chambers, Mr.
Murtagh?
For the past two years,

I have also seen you arrive
at various community
meetings, only to leave
as soon as your name is
announced. I do think
you set a record at this
past Wednesday’s HRCA
meeting, however. You are
surely fleet of foot.
The 2010-2011 City
Council Rules, Section
3.7 state that “No member
shall be absent from
the
meeting,
before
adjournment, without leave
from the Chair, for longer
than five (5) minutes. How
laughable and hypocritical,
respectively, that you
should be the only council
member, during my tenure
in office, to have been
guilty of this activity, and
that you were the one to
introduce this rule change.
I think Mr. Murtagh, if
and when I ever seek a howto primer on pandering,
I will take a lesson from
your playbook.
----- Original Message ----From: john murtagh
To: John M Murtagh
Cc: chuck lesnick; Pat
McDow; Wilson Terrero;
joan gronowski; Dennis
Shepherd; John Larkin
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2010
4:56 PM
Subject: RE: FYI-List of
Phone
Calls-Supporting
Pre-K

Chuck,
In a school system with
25,000 students (families)
this list is not exactly a
ringing endorsement for
Pre-K is it?...and I say
that as a supporter of
Pre-K. More importnatly,
you really don’t need to
remind us that Pre-K needs
support, none of us want
to eliminate it if we don’t
have to. Unfortunately, the
city is broke and we have
yet to hear a single idea out
of your office on how to
fix things. Pandering isn’t
governing!
LAW OFFICE OF JOHN
M. MURTAGH
Editors Note:
Councilmember Gronowski
asked her email be posted
as her timely response to
Mr. Murtagh’s distortions
of her previous comments
which were made during a
televised meeting with the
mayor and union heads
on Friday, May 14, 2010
with members of the press
in attendance without her
ability to respond because
she was not in attendance
at that impromptu meeting.
Joan Gronowski
is the Yonkers City
Councilwoman
representing the 3rd
District.

Congresswoman Lowey, New Rochelle Mayor Bramson and Councilmember Fertel Announce
Resolution of Abandoned Property
New Rochelle, NY -Congresswoman Nita Lowey
(D-Westchester/Rockland)
was joined Friday, May 14,
2010, by New Rochelle
Council Member Barry Fertel,
Mayor Noam Bramson,
and residents of the Forest
Heights neighborhood to
announce an abandoned and
deteriorating home owned
by the Somali government
will be demolished and

improvements made to the
property at no cost to New
Rochelle taxpayers.
“This abandoned
residence is an eyesore
to the community,” said
Lowey. “It is unsafe and it
reduces property values for
the homes in the surrounding
area.
I am pleased we
have reached a resolution
that will be beneficial to the
Forest Heights neighborhood

without any cost to New
Rochelle taxpayers.”
“The removal of this
unwelcome
eyesore
in
a
beautiful
residential
neighborhood, after years
of neglect, is but one
example of how we can
improve the quality of life
for our residents,” said New
Rochelle Council Member
Barry Fertel.
Upon hearing neighbors’

concerns, Congresswoman
Lowey worked with the
Forest Heights neighborhood
association, the City of
New Rochelle, and the
U.S. Department of State to
determine a course of action
for the property, 250 Elk
Avenue in New Rochelle,
which is to demolish the
property and maintain the
lot.
The demolition of

the house and improvements
to the property will be
funded through Somali
government funds that the
U.S. government is holding
in trust, generated by sale of
Somali Embassy property in
Washington, D.C.
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Local Newborn Needs a Bone Marrow Transplant
Pelham Bay, The Bronx,
NY -- Her mother calls
her “the little princess
she always dreamed of”.
Sophia is only 6 months old
and already in the fight for
her life. Her only hope for
survival is a bone marrow
transplant from a complete
stranger. DKMS, together
with Sophie’s family and
friends, is organizing a
bone marrow donor drive
in Pelham Bay on May
22, 2010. Come out and
register! You could be
Sophia’s or someone else’s
lifesaver!
In January, Sophia
Lopez was diagnosed
with
hemophagocytic
lymphohistiocytosis
(HLH), a life-threatening
blood disease that affects
one in a million children
each year. After their
newborn daughter was
diagnosed with the deadly
disease, Denise and Mike
Lopez were devestated
to learn that neither of
Sophia’s older brothers
were a match, and that a
bone marrow donation
would have to come from a
perfect stranger. Finding an
ideal bone marrow donor
will be extremely difficult.
Sophia is of Puerto Rican
descent, but Latinos make

up just 10% of the national
registry and have more
diverse tissue types.
“I want my precious little
girl to be saved,” pleaded
Denise Lopez. “Sophia’s
my only daughter. I want
her to be able to play with
her brothers like the way
she did before. Before
this happened, she was so
happy, and loved to laugh.
But now, she just cries in
pain. It hurts me so much to
see her like this. I want my
princess to live. We need
your help.”
Every day thousands of
patients search the Be The
Match Registry in hope for a

bone marrow donor match.
Only 4 out of 10 patients
are lucky enough to receive
a transplant. “I lost my
mother to leukemia when
I was 14,” states Katharina
Harf, Co-founder, DKMS
Americas, “and I have
made it my mission to
recruit more donors so that
other families don’t have to
go through the pain we did.
We need your help so we
can save more lives.”
Register as a bone
marrow donor on Saturday,
May 22, 2010, from 10:00
AM-4:00 PM, at
P.S. 71 - Rosa E. Scala
School, located at 3040

Roberts Ave., Bronx, NY
10461
Registering to become a
bone marrow donor is more
than a cheek swab; it is a
commitment to help save a
life. You must be between
18 and 55 and in good
general health. When you
register with DKMS, you
will also be listed on the
Be The Match Registry®
(operated by the NMDP)
and can be found as a
donor match for any patient
in need of a bone marrow
transplant.
The cost to DKMS for
registering a new potential
bone marrow donor is $65.
DKMS does not receive
government funding and
is therefore dependant on

donations from the general
public.
Every
dollar
counts!
The DKMS mission is
to save lives by recruiting
bone marrow donors for
leukemia patients. More
than 20,000 DKMS donors
have helped save lives by
donating their bone marrow.
DKMS is the largest bone
marrow donor center in the
world with over 2 million
registered donors. DKMS
Americas is a 501 (c)(3)
non profit organization.
For more information
about DKMS and to learn
more about registering
as a bone marrow
donor, please visit www.
dkmsamericas.org.
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EMS Week Kicks Off in White Plains
White Plains, NY -- White
Plains Mayor Adam Bradley
will kick off Emergency
Medical Services Week by
thanking all the men and
woman who have worked
hard saving countless lives
in White Plains on Monday,
May 17th 2010 in the back
courtyard at City Hall at
1:00 pm.
TransCare has been

the main EMS provider in
White Plains for the past
40 years. They are staffed
for emergencies 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. These
EMS Providers respond
to 6,000 calls in White
Plains every year making
them one of the busiest
EMS organizations in
Westchester County. They
work side by side with the

“trustworthy teen”. Parents
who believe they have
these are either (a) engaged
in wishful thinking or (b)
simply deluded. After all,
teenagers aren’t golden
retreivers – they don’t
look up at you with guilt
in their eyes and their
tails between their legs
so you know to look for a
deposit on the living room
carpet. It’s their job to hide
their mischief. They are
frighteningly good at their
jobs. Password protected
social networking sites like
Facebook create ingenious
opportunities for kids to
conspire outside of parental
jurisdiction. (It makes one
nostalgic for simpler times
when you could just pick
up the phone extension and
listen.)
Now if you’re like me,
this has nothing to do with
morbid curiosity. I don’t
really want to know this
information; in fact I fear
this information. But I
think I need to know. My
daughter is terrific – she’s
“all in all” to me and I adore
her, but I don’t necessarily
trust her. Though she’s no
worse than most, sometimes
she’s trustworthy and
sometimes she’s not. My
problem is knowing which
is which. As one of the
hundreds of FB friends,
parents can follow what’s
going on without reading
confidential emails or text

messages. But having your
parents friend you on FB is
as appealing to a teenager
as an offer to double
date.
In fact
there’s a whole
website, called
“Oh Crap. My
Parents Joined
Facebook”,
devoted
to
displaying
cringeworthy
posts
parents
put on their kids
FB walls. (You
might want to
check to see if
your
message
is posted there.)
If it makes you feel better,
here’s a recent post by one
mother: “Hello everyone,
I’m on Facebook at long
last. Looking forward to
hooking up with you all!”
(The website’s comment:
“Care to rephrase that,
mom?”)
But I think these parents
have it all wrong. Instead
of calling attention to
themselves, they should be
silently blending in so their
kids forget they’re there.
That’s the lesson I learned
too late. When my daughter
defriended me (following
my comments about some
inappropriate
messages
on her page), I deployed
the usual arsenal of
trustworthy parenting tools
(black mail and extortion)
until she was coerced into

White Plains Department
of Public Safety responding
to victims within minutes.
Senior Vice President of
TransCare Jim O’Connor
says “As soon as you hang
up the phone, you’re going
to hear a siren from police,
fire or an ambulance
coming toward you.”
Mayor Bradley says,
“This week is an excellent

opportunity to recognize
these men and woman for
their courage, selflessness,
and compassion.
They
provide a tremendous
service to our White Plains
community. I am proud
that I have this opportunity
to personally thank them
for their hard work.”
EMS week is May 16th
– May 22nd

Dear G.A.B: Facebook From Page 1
refriending me. But after
I was returned to friendly
status I noticed the tone of
her FB wall had become

distinctly homogenized. I
had unwittingly sent her
underground. I’m not sure
where she went. I realize
now that I should have just
stayed defriended - let her
think she wasn’t observed
so I could view her in her
natural habitat, so to speak.
I won the battle but lost the
war. Not only am I seeing
an edited page, every time
I latch on to a tantalizing
snippet of information,
e.g., a cryptic message
from one of her guy friends
(each and all potential
corrupters of my daughter’s
innocence), I’m thwarted
by this message when I
track the rascal to his own
page: “[Potential Corrupter
of Young Girls’ Innocence]
only shares information
with his friends.”

But now that your son
thinks you’re off the site
he’ll be footloose and
fancy free. In other words,
he will not censor
his FB page for
parental viewing
which allows you
to execute a truly
effective espionage
strategy. The next
step is to outsource
the job to the
experts. And who
are the experts?
Other kids, of
course. They know
how to penetrate
those inscrutable
layers upon layers
of secret passageways to get
to the inner sanctum where
other teenagers converse
freely and share their most
disgusting secrets. Your
adolescent agent could
befriend friends of his
friends and follow the clues
to their ultimate source.
Any one of his hundreds
of FB friends will do, so
long as he or she is willing
to report back what’s really
going on. I have even come
up with a snappy name for
these double agent kids:
PEErs (Parental Eyes ’n
Ears).
It occurs to me there’s
a lucrative summer job
here for some enterprising
highschooler. I, for one,
would pay a decent amount
for reliable information, at
least as much as I used to

pay babysitters. And the
job is “scalable” - A really
smart kid could “represent”
maybe a dozen or more
concerned parents at a time.
It could amount to quite
a respectable wage. You
might consider advertising
for qualified applicants:
“Work from home. Good
pay. Make your own
hours. Only requirement:
must be one of my son’s
___ Facebook friends and
be of unsound character.
References required.”
Of course, if your son
finds out he will retaliate
boldly – e.g., plant
misinformation, spy on the
spy (reporting back to his
or her parents). Before you
know it you could have a
virtual network of double
and triple agents worthy of
Robert Ludlum. But then
there’s this more likely
outcome – the following
message posted one day on
your FB page: “I’m on to
you - cut it out.” And that
would be that. Still, worth
a try.
Signed,
G.A.B.
Alisa Singer’s humorous
essays have appeared
in print and online
newspapers and
magazines. You can learn
more about her work
by visiting her website:
www.AlisaSinger.com
or contacting her at
ASingerAuthor
@gmail.com.
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Cuomo Arrests Two Port Chester Contactors
Allegedly Stole $2 Million Plus on Local Government Contracts
May 13, 2010, New York,
NY - Attorney General
Andrew M. Cuomo today
announced the arrests of
two Port Chester contractors
for allegedly failing to pay
approximately $2 million
in wages to workers who
performed roofing work
on numerous schools and
other public buildings in
Westchester, Dutchess, and
Putnam counties.
Larry Dominguez
(President) and Evelio
Elledias (Vice President)
of
Leed
Industries
Corporation
(“Leed”),
sometimes operating under
the name Hi-Tech, are each
charged with 290 counts
of Falsifying Business
Documents in the First
Degree (a class E felony),
290 counts of Offering a
False Instrument for Filing
(a class E felony), and one
count of Grand Larceny in
the Second Degree (a class
B felony). In addition,
each defendant is charged
with 19 counts of Failure

to Pay Wages (a class A
misdemeanor).
Among
the allegations, employees
were forced to work as
many as seven days and 80
hours per week at wages
far below what they were
supposed to receive.
“These builders are
accused of a criminal
scheme that cheated their
own workers as well as
taxpayers so they could
line their pockets with
millions in public funds,”
said Attorney General
Cuomo. “These schemes
will be uncovered and the
employers who violate
the law will be held
accountable.”
Beginning in April of
2007, Leed entered into a
series of roofing contracts
with school districts and
other local government
entities
including
the
Yonkers Police Department
3rd Precinct, the John
Jay Historic House in
Katonah, and Pawling
Elementary School. In all,

18 local entities were billed
approximately $11 million.
Of that, Dominguez and
Elledias
are
accused
of keeping more than
$2,275,500
that
was
intended for the workers on
the jobs.
Government contracts
in New York State require
contractors to submit
certified weekly payroll
reports as a condition
of payment. With each
request for payment, Leed
submitted certified weekly
payroll reports signed
by either Dominguez or
Elledias.
The payroll
reports submitted by Leed
failed to list most of the
individuals who actually
worked at the sites, but
instead listed Dominguez,
Elledias, and friends who
never worked on the site.

For the actual workers that
were listed, only a fraction
of the hours they worked
were listed and the wages
reported to authorities
were well above what the
defendants were in fact
paying.
State Labor Commissioner
Colleen
C.
Gardner
said, “In this difficult
economy when families are
struggling, no one should
be short changing workers
out of their hard earned pay.
We will continue to work
with Attorney General
Cuomo to ensure that the
prevailing wage laws are
complied with around New
York State.”
For the grand larceny
charge, Dominguez and
Elledias could each face
sentences of up to 25 years
in prison if convicted. For
the E felony charges, they
could face up to four years.
The misdemeanor counts
carry a potential sentence
of one year in jail.
The arrests are part of
Attorney General Cuomo’s
ongoing efforts to hold
employers responsible for
criminal violations of the
laws affecting workers.
Yesterday,
Cuomo
announced the arrest of

Queens contractor Kostas
“Gus” Andrikopoulos of
Hara Electric Corporation
for allegedly failing to
pay more than $2 million
in wages to employees
who worked on numerous
schools
throughout
New York City. More
information on that case is
available at
www.ag.ny.gov/
media_center/2010/may/
may12a_10.html.
This case is being
handled
by
Assistant
Attorney General Rachel
Gold; Investigators Andres
Rodriguez and Louis Carter,
under the supervision
of Georgia Nurse; and
Department of Labor Public
Work Wage Investigator
Jean Messier. The case
is being supervised by
Deputy Attorney General
for Social Justice James
Rogers, Deputy Criminal
Prosecutions Bureau Chief
Felice Sontupe, and Labor
Bureau Chief Patricia
Kakalec.
The charges against the
defendants are merely
accusations and the
defendants are presumed
innocent until and unless
proven guilty.

Mistrial in Keith Phoenix’s Trial Sends a
Message that We are Not Safe
By Sharon Stapel
New York, NY -- Hakim
Scott and Keith Phoenix
were
charged
with
committing a hate crime
in the murder of Jose
Sucuzhañay which occurred
after a brutal attack, during
which the attackers yelled
anti-gay and anti-immigrant
epithets, on Jose and his
brother Romel. Last week,
Phoenix’s trial for his part

in the brutal attack resulted
in a mistrial as the jury
could not decide between
a charge of manslaughter
or murder as a hate crime.
Defense attorneys argued
that this was just a “fight”
and not a bias-motivated
crime.
On May 7th,
Scott’s trial resulted in a
manslaughter verdict with
the jury deciding against
charging him with murder
as a hate crime. These

trial decisions send a clear
message that we have a lot
of work to do in educating
the public about what a
hate crime is.
Both the Scott verdict
and the Phoenix mistrial
point to a troubling lack
of understanding of what
hate crimes are, what they
mean to victims and their
loved ones and to the effect
they have on communities.
see Mistrial Pg. 17
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Mistrial in
Keith Phoenix’s
Trial From Page 16
Despite clear evidence of
explicit anti-gay and antiimmigrant bias, a jury of
the attackers’ peers was
unable to find these acts
to be bias-motivated hate
crimes. We at the New
York City Anti-Violence
Project know that people
are targeted for this type of
brutality every day based
on who they are perceived
to be – often being targeted
and “jumped” for no
apparent reason except
bias, as in this attack.
These decisions have
lasting effects on the
LGBT and immigrant
communities.
We now
know that, despite the broad
legal protections against
racist and homophobic and
transphobic violence in
New York City and State,
those who are interpreting
the laws – the juries of our
peers – don’t see explicit
epithets as hate violence.
Both the violence carried
out against the Sucuzhañay
brothersand the verdict
and mistrial in the cases
of their alleged attackers
sends a message that
members of the LGBT and
immigrant
communities
continue to be legitimate
targets for violence based
on their actual or perceived
identities in New York
City.
When juries refuse to see
explicit and verbal anti-gay
and anti-Latino epithets
as evidence of intent to
commit a hate crime based
on identity, we who are
vulnerable to this violence
wonder “what else will it
take?” We must change the
culture of this city – and
this country - because the
laws that protect are clearly
not enough.
Sharon Stapel is Executive
Director of the New York
City Anti-Violence Project.

The Office of the New
York State Attorney General
(“OAG”) has entered into
an agreement with the
parties that own 66 Main
— a 170-unit residential
property located at 66 Main
Street, Yonkers, New York.
The agreement addresses
disability
accessibility
features at the property.
Under the terms of this
agreement, individuals who
were harmed because of the
absence of these accessible
features may be entitled to
monetary compensation.
In order to possibly be
eligible to recover money,

Legal Notice of Settlement
you must meet at least one
of the following criteria:
•You have a disability
and were prevented from
or had difficulty applying
for, renting, residing at, or
visiting an apartment at 66
Main;
•You decided not to
live at 66 Main because
the property lacked certain
accessible features;
•You are a current or
former tenant of 66 Main
and paid for renovations to
make your apartment more
accessible; or
•You were otherwise
harmed or discriminated

against because of your
disability due to the lack
of accessible features at 66
Main.
•If you believe that
you are eligible for
compensation and wish to
submit a claim, you should
submit a written statement
explaining why you meet
any of the above criteria,
along with supporting
documentation, to:
Office of the NYS
Attorney General
Civil Rights Bureau
Re: 66 Main
120 Broadway, 23rd

Floor
New York, New York
10271
The OAG will evaluate
the claims for compensation
and will determine, in a
fair and equitable manner,
whether you are entitled to
compensation. You must
submit your claim and all
supporting documentation
by September 2, 2010. If
you have any questions,
you may contact the OAG
at
212-416-8250
and
reference 66 Main.
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews

By Edward I. Koch
“Casino Jack and the
United States of Money”
(+)
This film about Jack
Abramoff is one of the best

documentaries I have seen
in a long time.
While attending
Brandeis
University,
Abramoff was chairman of
the Massachusetts Alliance
of College Republicans,
and as an adult, he became
one of the country’s
top lobbyists.
Among
his clients were Indian
tribes trying to gain an
advantage over other tribes
in obtaining gambling
licenses.
He swindled
those clients, referring to
them as being dumb and
deserving to lose.
Abramoff also
allegedly used to his
advantage the former
majority leader of the
House of Representatives,
Tom DeLay, as well as
others in the U.S. Congress
and Senate. In exchange
for campaign contributions,
they allegedly provided
special
favors
for
Abramoff’s clients.

In 2006, Abramoff pled
guilty to various swindles
and felonies, and he is
currently serving a fouryear sentence in a Maryland
prison. I don’t believe the
four-year sentence was
sufficient. However, so
many others who commit
similar crimes of using
members of Congress
to their advantage and
manipulating Wall Street
haven’t been punished at
all. Why is it that we do
so well in apprehending
the small-time crooks who
steal thousands of dollars
but fail to catch and punish
the big-time criminals who
steal millions and billions
of dollars?
I believe you will
enjoy this film as much as
I did. Each scene packs a
wallop, and I was glued to
the screen from beginning to
end. I saw it at the Lincoln
Plaza Cinema located on
Broadway between 62nd
and 63rd Streets.
“Happiness Runs” (-)
There are times
when it seems as though

Hollywood and independent
filmmakers are producing
only dreadful pictures.
During those periods, I
have stated that a particular
movie was the worst I had
ever seen. Let me tell you,
this one is the worst.
You may wonder why
I decided to see it. I did

so for two reasons. One is
that my Bloomberg radio
call-in show airs on Friday
evenings from 7-8 p.m., so
the film I see following that
program must begin around
8:30 p.m.
Secondly, I
depend on The New York
Times reviewers to suggest
a picture that meets
minimum standards.
Stephen Holden
of The Times treated this
movie about a commune in
Vermont involving lots of
sex and drugs as a relatively
serious work, writing a
full-length review about
it. He wrote, “This strident
expose may gladden the
hearts of some anti-‘60s
conservatives, but it is a
shapeless mess steeped
in prurience. Its grain of
truthfulness, however, is
just enough to leave you
unsettled in the pit of your
stomach.”
Films about the lifestyles
of hippie communes can
be interesting so I decided
to it. When I entered the
theater just as the curtain
rose at 8:20 p.m., I knew I
had made a mistake. There
were only eight people
in the audience. Clearly
the people’s drummer had
mysteriously
sounded
the alarm. On opening
night, this garbage film
(unknown to me at the
time) had already been
dumped. I’ve been looking
for that drummer all my
professional movie-critic
life and, as of now, I still
haven’t located him.
This movie is so bad
that I’m not even going to
cite the names of the actors
or the theater where I saw it
so as not to further damage
reputations. I stayed until
the bitter end, as I always
do. When the lights went
up, there were only four
people in the audience.
Run from this happiness as
though you were running
from the plague.

Henry Stern said:
“The picture was not good,
but it was not that bad. It
exposed life in a hippie
commune dominated by
a guru who slept with a
different woman every
night. For a picture The
Times called ‘prurient,’ it
was remarkably prudish in
what it showed, although
fetishists on women’s
breasts may get a small
charge. A cousin of mine
lived in one of these groups
for ten years, ant it was
interesting to watch what
he may have experienced.
It is sad to see what a
promiscuous, drug-addled
mess some people make of
their lives. It is a particular
outrage to raise children in
such a setting. The movie is
not entertaining, but don’t
blame it for the human
misery it describes.”
“Harry Brown” (-)
Sorry to say, this is

British junk and a knockoff
of other films. Michael
Caine plays a tough guy
similar to those portrayed
by Charles Bronson, but
Bronson did it much better,
particularly due to better
scripts. Caine is a terrific
actor, and I especially
enjoyed him in the 1966
film “Alfie.” At the age
of 77, however, he is far
too decrepit to play a role
where he not only kills
much younger guys with

guns and bayonets, he
physically struggles with
them as well.
Harry Brown
(Caine) lives in a public
housing apartment, which
in England is called
estate housing.
Young
thugs terrorize the project
residents by selling drugs
and assaulting people.
Harry, a former marine,
has suffered the death of a
daughter, his wife is ill in
the hospital, and his close
friend and chess partner,
Leonard (David Bradley),
has been killed by the
thugs. Harry decides to
take on the brutes directly.
Harry is one of
the people interviewed
by Detective Frampton
(Emily Mortimer) who is
investigating the murders.
At that point we’re back
in the world of television
drama, only once again not
very well done. Remember
Helen Mirren’s wonderful
portrayal of Detective
Superintendent Tennison
in the PBS series “Prime
Suspect?” Mortimer doesn’t
come close to matching that
performance.
The strong English
accents, particularly that of
the thugs, made it difficult
for me to understand a
lot of the dialogue. I like
films that contain violence,
blood, and lots of action
when it all makes sense,
but this movie did not.
Some of the antics were
preposterous. All in all this
picture, which I saw at the
Angelika Film Center on
West Houston Street, was a
waste of my time.
The Honorable Edward
I. Koch served New York
City as its 105th Mayor
from 1978 to 1989.
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Tuned In:

Home With Pianist Bruce Barth and Saxophonist Steve Wilson
By Tom Bock
“Home” an eclectic
mixture of tasteful artistry
and
unencumbered
improvisation. The CD
is a collaborative effort
between Pianist Bruce
Barth and Saxophonist
Steve Wilson, the two
artists who conducted a live
“Jazz Series” recording in
Columbia, Missouri, from
the same location. The selfproduced project, recorded
in an intimate livingroom setting produced a
recording as good as live
music will get!
There are seven tracks
taken from the show to
comprise this CD and for
the most part I enjoyed
them. The only place that
lost me was during the
free-form improv in Blues

Interruptus (cut #5). It’s
one thing to scat, improv,
make up, and ad lib during
a set; when it sounds like
an uncontrolled wail for the
sake of proving how much
you can move, overplay
and “be creative”, you lose
me. So while my first listen
of Blues Interruptus (cut
#5) was a turn off, several
more concentrated listens
co-opted my dislike and
turned me around a bit. It
was not as bad as I wanted
it to be.
Barth and Wilson both
landed in New York within
a year of each other in
the late 1980s. They met
shortly thereafter and since
then, have worked together
as members of others’ and
each other’s bands. They
realized that they had not
recorded as a duo despite

sharing a stage and / or
studio during the past two
plus decades.
The CD is otherwise
outstanding, delivering a

strong repertoire of musical
effort. “We wanted to start
the 2009/2010 season with
something exceptional,”
said Jon Poses, founder of

the “Jazz Series”. “And we
did,” Bruce and Steve said
in unison. “It has been five
years since our last House
Concert - and it was time
to visit the concept again.
We’re very fortunate that
one of our board members
has not only a good-sized,
warm and comfortable
house with a perfect living
room, but also owns a
fabulous Steinway piano.”
If you enjoy good sound,
live music, and a fun night
out, look for these guys
when the take on the jazz
world in Manhattan on July
16th and 17th at Smoke Jazz
& Supper Club-Lounge.
For more info on Smoke,
go to www.smokejazz.
com. And for more info on
Barth & Wilson’s newest
offering, “Home”, go to
www.jazzpublicity.com.

Elected Officials Must Do More to Help Yonkers
By Captain
James Brady
I am writing this letter as
president of the Uniformed
Fire Officers Association
of Yonkers. In the mayor’s
proposed budget, there is a
severe reduction of services
to the citizens of Yonkers.
These cuts will endanger the
lives, safety and property of
the citizens of the fourthlargest city in the state.
The causes of this drastic
reduction in services can be
traced from Washington to
Albany to City Hall.
The federal government
has chosen to bail out Wall
Street banking institutions
and the auto industry with
billions of dollars, which
turned around and went out
the door as million-dollar
bonuses. These bonuses
do not help the citizens of
Yonkers, nor any other city
or town in America. We have
asked Sens. Chuck Schumer
and Kirsten Gillibrand to
provide funding to ensure

the safe staffing levels
for the essential services
that Yonkers needs. I ask
that the representatives
in Washington be held
accountable and provide for
the state that they represent.
We have been told numerous
times that we act as the
first line of defense in a
national
incident.
The
federal government provides
grants for equipment, should
there be a terrorist attack.
Therefore, they should be
partners in providing the
necessary funding for the
manpower that will use that
equipment.
The politicians in Albany
are elected to represent the
interests of their constituents.
They are not bringing back
Yonkers’ fair share of all the
tax money that is sent up to
Albany. They must do more
to provide for the safety and
security of the residents of
this fine city. Claiming that
there is no more money is not
the answer. Yonkers receives
only a small percentage back
of the total that is collected

and sent to Albany. How can
they, in good conscience,
provide for member items
when fire and police are cut?
The mayor’s office should
not be held blameless, for
Mayor Phil Amicone has
chosen to allow properties
to be developed without
receiving
fair
market
compensation. Yes, I believe
that Yonkers should be a
business friendly city; that
doesn’t mean we should be
a doormat for business. We
must work with the business
community to develop and
expand here. Businesses
will not move to Yonkers if
there are burned-out shells
of buildings and unchecked
criminal activity.
If the proposed budget
becomes reality, then the city
will lose two fire companies.
This reduction in equipment
and manpower will increase
our response time. This
increased response time will
cause fires to consume more
property, delay our ability to
get to heart-attack victims,
and slow the extrication of

victims of car accidents.
People may claim an extra
minute will not matter; ask
someone who has needed
our services how long a
minute seems. Every second
counts in life-and-death
emergencies. To put it simply,
people will be seriously hurt
and some will die because of
these cuts.
Civil servants are
currently being scapegoated
as the cause of the financial
downturn. Our compensation
packages were negotiated
over the years with many
politicians. Our members
accepted
job
security
and lower wages when
the economy was good.
Concessions were made on
our part over the years as
we bargained in good faith.
It seems that now it is OK
to attack the working people
of our community, but the
people who continue to
take and take are not held
responsible. My members
provide a valuable and
necessary service, even as
they risk their lives, and just

look to provide for our own
families.
We are always willing to
talk to our representatives
and discuss the best way
to move forward. My
membership faces proposed
cuts of 25 percent; will the
mayor’s office be similarly
reduced or the staffs of any of
our elected representatives?
I have not seen any such
proposal. People should not
just concern themselves with
what they might lose but also
with what the politicians
might keep. So I say to all
our elected representatives,
lead by example. If cuts are
needed, then non-essential
services should be reduced
before the essential services
are devastated.
Capt. James Brady is
president of the Yonkers
Yonkers Uniformed Fire
Officers Association
(UFOA).
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Weir Only Human

A Good Weigh to Get in Shape

By Bob Weir
Well, now that another
summer is about to expose
portions of our bodies that
have been covered up for
the past six months, many
of us will become aware
that we’ve lost the battle
of the bulge during the
cooler weather. There’s
nothing like dark clothing
and pullover sweats to
hide those unsightly, fleshcovered promontories we
carry around like meatball
heroes strapped around our
waists. If you’re like most
Americans you’ve struggled
with “staying in shape”
for a good portion of your
life. You’ve probably tried
everything from the Adkins
Diet to Weight Watchers
and you’ve undoubtedly
become a member of more
than one exercise club,
trying to burn off that spare
tire with several miles of
roadwork. Depending on
which diet plan you’re

using, you’ll begin to curb
your fat intake, balance
your carbs with protein and
limit your consumption to
diet shakes, or eat nothing
but oats and grass until you
feel a whinny erupting in
your throat. In addition,
your workouts may be
longer and sweatier as you
attempt to make up for that
large slice of chocolate
cake you absorbed along
with last night’s dinner.
Although you realize that
you shouldn’t have had
that 500 calorie belt-buster,
you scarfed it down with
the intention of paying for
it the next day with an extra
half-hour on the treadmill.
Would that you
could! If your exercise
machine is equipped with
a calorie-counter, you’ll
been disappointed when
you finish a lengthy,
perspiration-soaked
routine, only to notice
that you’ve used up
approximately the amount
of calories found in a
couple of Ginger Snaps.
Hence, in order to make
up for the salad with bleu
cheese dressing, prime rib
with garlic potatoes and
buttered corn, hot bread
with melted butter, plus a
glass or two of wine, and

that aforementioned mouthwatering dessert, you’d
have to jog from Dallas to
New Orleans. Therefore,
unless you’re “carbingup” for a marathon the
following morning, you
probably
over-indulged
the night before. Of
course, some people are
fortunate enough to have
a fast-acting metabolism
that burns the fuel like a
jet engine, dissipating the
overload before it has a
chance to accumulate in
all the wrong places. Don’t
you hate those people?
Every time you see them,
they’re eating, yet they
never gain a pound. And
then they feel compelled
to brag about it. “I had
sausages and pancakes for
breakfast, a half-pound
burger with fries for lunch,
and an entire pepperoni
pizza for dinner yesterday
and I think I lost a pound
or two,” is a comment one
might hear from one of
those ectomorphic types.
One of these days, that
lifelong bacchanalian orgy
will catch up to them and
they’ll wake up on all sides
of their king-size Sealy
Posturepedic. It’s a blessing
to enjoy, in abundance, one
of the great pleasures of life

without any consequences.
However, there are times
when modesty is the best
policy. Some people can
put on a few pounds by
merely walking past a
slice of cheesecake. They
don’t like to be reminded
that their genetic makeup
is highly susceptible to
weight gain. Nevertheless,
since life is not fair, we
must find ways to adapt.
Most overweight people
are loath to step on a scale.
But, that little measuring
device in your bathroom
is probably the single
best method of setting
weight-loss goals. Most
successes are achieved
one small piece at a time.
Consequently, if you chip
away at your challenges
by setting little goals each
day, your progress will be
readily apparent with a
quick peek at those rotating
numbers before you take a
shower each morning.
We become very adept at
deceiving ourselves about
the difficulty involved in
paring pounds. Counting
calories and eating fatfree this and sugar-free
that might be our way of
substituting
temporary
comfort
for
tough
sacrifices. But that pesky

little instrument under our
feet doesn’t know how to
lie. Therefore, if you wore
out your knife and fork
on Saturday night, you’re
going to be discouraged on
Sunday morning when you
hear loud whirring sounds
emanating from somewhere
near your toes. The trick
is to not let that infernal
mechanism become your
enemy. Embrace it and
accept the challenge of a
new you. If you can make
that arrow point to a loss
of just one pound a week,
you’ll be 52 pounds lighter
by this time next year.
That’s a lotta meat-a- balls.
Bob Weir is an
accomplished writer
having penned seven
novels: “Murder in Black
and White,” “City To Die
For,” “Powers That Be,”
“Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly
To Love,” “Short Stories
of Life and Death” and
“Out of Sight.” Bob Weir
is a contributing columnist
to Yonkers Tribune and
Westchester Herald.
BobWeir777@aol.com.

Stop Playing Games with State Deficit!

By
Thomas P. DiNapoli
New York State has
masked budget deficits and
spending growth for more
than a decade by shuffling

money between accounts,
off-loading
operational
spending to dedicated funds
and borrowing, according
to a report released this past
week by State Comptroller
Thomas P. DiNapoli.
“New York needs to
stop playing games with
the deficit,” DiNapoli
said. “The state dips into
dedicated funds here and
shifts money over there, all
to cover cash shortfalls and
avoid making the difficult
decisions needed to align

spending with revenues.
The end result is the state’s
real fiscal condition is
impossible to pin down.
Every time the game is
played, taxpayers lose.
“If the state’s true
structural deficit is hidden,
hard decisions can be
avoided and everyone can
pretend things are fine. But
things are not fine and they
can’t be fixed by borrowing
our way out. New York
families are facing up to
fiscal reality every day.

It’s time the state did the
same.”
The General Fund is the
main operating fund of the
state and has historically
been used to measure
the
state’s
projected
budget deficit. However,
the General Fund is
increasingly
providing
a distorted view of the
state’s financial health
because money is shifted
in and out of this account.
Consequently, the size
of the state’s underlying

structural deficit is difficult
to track and obscured.
In 2009-10, the state used
approximately $6.4 billion
in fund sweeps, shifts and
temporary loans, and rolled
nearly $3 billion in delayed
payments into the new
fiscal year. These complex
shuffles between accounts
distort the state’s bottom
line.
DiNapoli’s report
identified methods that are
see Stop Playing Pg. 21
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used to manipulate the state
budget to obtain budget
balance in a single fiscal
year but mask the state’s
structural deficit and longterm problems:
Robbing Peter to Pay
Paul: Fund Sweeps
Since 1985, the number
of state special revenue
accounts, which are funds
dedicated to a specific cause
or program, increased from
205 to 720 accounts. The
state has increasingly been
taking, or sweeping, these
dedicated funds to provide
one-time influxes of cash for
the General Fund. This has
contributed to the structural
imbalance by allowing
recurring spending to
exceed recurring revenue.
In addition, individuals
who are paying special use
charges or donating money
for research into diseases
or for other good causes
are not benefiting from
these funds.
Over the past 10 years,
$2.9 billion has been swept
from these funds for budget
relief including $1.8 billion,
in the last three years. Over

the past 10 years more than
$850 million has been swept
from the Environmental
Protection Fund.
The Division of the Budget
(DOB) also has been given
the authority to “blanket”
sweep more than $1 billion
from dedicated funds since
2007-08. Blanket sweeps
do not identify what funds
will be swept or the impact
of the sweeps on the
affected funds. Appendix
A of the report details the
hundreds of accounts that
were swept to backfill the
General Fund through
blanket sweeps.
Off-Loading General
Fund Spending to Hide
Spending Growth
Day-to-day state operating
costs have been shifted
from the General Fund
to other funds, hiding
spending growth and the
true cost of running state
government.
The Executive budget
proposes in 2010-11 to
spend $40 million from the
Environment
Protection
Fund
on
operational,
employee and other costs

for the state Department
of
Environmental
Conservation and the state
Office of Parks, Recreation
and Historic Preservation.
One of the state’s biggest
dedicated
funds,
the
Dedicated Highway and
Bridge Trust Fund has
been siphoned so many
times it’s nearly bankrupt
and has to be subsidized
by the General Fund.
The operating expenses
of the state Department
of Motor Vehicles and
the state Department of
Transportation’s costs for
snow and ice removal, bus
inspections and engineering
and administrative services
are funded through the trust
fund. Only $11.6 billion
(34.9 percent) of the total
amount of the fund has
been spent to improve New
York’s roads and bridges.
Abusing Temporary
Loans
The state often borrows
from the state’s Short
Term Investment Pool
(STIP) to meet short-term
cash shortfalls. These
loans, intended to cover

episodic shortfalls, are
now used to cover built-in
and permanent structural
deficits. For the last 10
years, the state has closed
the fiscal year with an
average of $1.4 billion
in outstanding temporary
loans, clearly illustrating
the state’s failure to
address chronic deficits
deeply embedded within
the budget.
The General Fund is
increasingly relying on
temporary loans from other
funds. In December 2009,
for
the first time in recent
history, the state closed the
month with a General Fund
cash deficit of $577 million
prior to adjustments. In
2010-11, DOB is projecting
the General Fund will have
to borrow from other funds
for four months in a row,
starting in May.
Borrowing
The state also commonly
uses debt to close deficits
and pay for operating
costs. Past borrowing for
non-capital purposes now
costs taxpayers $1 billion

annually in debt service.
Over the past two years,
more than $400 million
was issued or is expected
to be issued in new debt to
replace what was intended
to be pay-as-you-go capital
spending. Debt service
is now one of the fastest
growing categories of
spending in the budget.
DiNapoli recently
proposed a number of fiscal
reforms to address longstanding deficiencies in
the state’s budget process.
DiNapoli would prohibit
blanket sweeps, require the
Governor to identify actions
to close out-year gaps,
require the Executive and
Legislature to identify all
revenues that are available
for spending, restrict the
use of one-shot revenues to
pay for ongoing expenses,
prohibit borrowing for
operating purposes and
increase transparency in
budget documents.
Thomas P. DiNapoli
is New York State
Comptroller.

New York Civic:
Sons Also Set

By Henry J. Stern
Voters Shun Incumbents,
Two Sons Are Defeated;
As of May 14, 2010, Budget
Is 44 Days Late
Widespread public
dissatisfaction
with
government has recently
been reflected with the
defeat of two long-term
legislators, the retirement
of a score of members of

Congress, and unexpectedly
narrow
margins
for
some incumbents over
underfunded and relatively
unknown challengers. This
appears to be a national
trend.
Senator Robert F.
Bennett of Utah had held
his seat for three terms
since he was first elected in
1992. His father, Wallace
F.Bennett, had been a
senator from Utah for
four terms (1951-75) and
a leader in the Mormon
Church.
Robert was
defeated at a Republican
state convention May
8, and under state law,
cannot compete in the
Utah primary. Two new

candidates, Mike Lee
and Tim Bridgewater,
each received nearly 40
per cent of the delegates’
votes and will face off on
June 22 for the Republican
nomination.
Utah last
elected a Democrat to the
Senate 40 years ago; it is
a very red state. Bennett
came in third despite a
nominating speech by
former
Massachusetts
Governor Mitt Romney,
the best known Mormon in
American politics and an
anticipated contender for
the Republican presidential
nomination in 2012.
Congressman Alan
Mollohan of West Virginia,
who lost in a Democratic

primary on May 11, had
served for 14 consecutive
terms (28 years). He was
first elected in 1982 on the
retirement of his father.
Like Bennett, Mollohan
was a second generation
legislator.
His father,
Robert, also served 14
terms, from 1953 to 1983,
missing only one term due
to the Eisenhower landslide
over Stevenson in 1956.
The Mollohans represented
the northern part of the
state, the cities of Wheeling
and Morgantown and the
rust belt, for a total of 56
years. Alan Mollohan is the
24th richest Congressman,
reporting assets of between
$7.1 to $29.3 million. In

recent years, he has been
involved in controversies
over earmarks for groups
he organized, his own
financial disclosure and
other ethical issues.
In 2009, Citizens for
Responsibility and Ethics
in Washington named
him as “one of the fifteen
most corrupt members of
Congress, claiming that he
had steered hundreds of
millions of dollars to family,
friends, former employees,
and corporation in exchange
for contributions to his
campaign and political
action committees.””
Among the Senators
see New York Civic Pg. 22
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Sons Also Set From Page 21
who are retiring are Evan
Bayh of Indiana, Chris
Dodd of Connecticut and
Byron Dorgan of Indiana.
Dodd received a mortgage
from
Countrywide
Savings and Loan on
very favorable terms. He
was one of the Friends
of Angelo, a reference to
Angelo R. Mozilo, CEO
of Countrywide, who sold
his enterprise up the creek
to the Bank of America
in 2008 for $4 billion in
stock.
Bayh and Dorgan were
well regarded senators,
particularly Bayh, who
was touted as a potential
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for president in
2016, or possibly in 2012
if President Obama does
badly enough. His father,
Birch Evan Bayh, Jr., (sic)
was a Senator from Indiana
for three terms (1963
to 1981).
Birch Bayh
competed in the presidential

primaries in 1976, coming
in third in Iowa and third
in New Hampshire before
withdrawing. That was
the year Jimmy Carter was
nominated and elected.
Some New York State
legislators are also departing
voluntarily. They include
Assemblywoman
Ann
Margaret Carrozza (who
represents a Queens County
district but has a house in
Great Neck in Nassau)
Michael Benjamin of the
Bronx, Joan Christiensen
of Syracuse, and Susan
John of Rochester. Senator
Dale Volker of Buffalo (and
former chairman of the
Finance Committee), and
Senator Thomas Morahan
of Rockland County are
retiring as well.
Morahan is the state
senator whose election
Speaker Sheldon Silver
was so eager to prevent in
1999 that he pressured the
Assembly into repealing

the commuter tax, under
which people who worked
in New York City but lived
elsewhere were taxed
45/100 of one per cent
of their income to help
compensate the city for
the services they received
(e.g. police and fire) while
they were here. That tax
had been very helpful
in balancing the city’s
budget. Silver’s decision
was gleefully agreed to by
the Republicans, led by
Governor Pataki and Senate
leader Joseph Bruno. The
enormous error in judgment
by the obedient Assembly
Democrats has already cost
the City of New York about
four billion dollars, and the
cumulative deficiency rises
each year.
The departures from
the state legislator do not,
however, affect the major
players, and if there are to
be any changes in the upper
ranks at the Capitol, they

will have to be the result
of citizen action. Although
there is enormous public
dissatisfaction with the
legislature, the route to
changing its members is
complex and arduous.
Nor is there any assurance
that new members, once
elected, will crawl into bed
with the power structure.
That
has
happened
before; sometimes it takes
years, other times the
transformation takes place
within weeks as rookies
conclude that the best
course for them is to “work
from within” to change the
system.
Although the Assembly
is heavily Democratic,
there is considerable doubt
as to who will control the
New York Senate next
year. The Republicans,
now down by 32-30, must
win two more seats to override Lieutenant Governor
Ravitch’s tie-breaking vote

and win control of what
used to be described as
the upper chamber. But if
Democrats keep defecting
to the Republicans to gain
larger lulus and higher
offices, as Pedro Espada
and Hiram Monserrate
did in 2009, no one-vote
majority is safe. Such a
slim majority also requires
strict party discipline:
a unanimous vote by
the majority members
is required to pass any
legislation, since 32 votes
are needed and the minority
has generally been unified
in its opposition.
The New York State
budget is now 44 days late,
and the squabbling houses
and governor do not appear
to be close to agreement
as of Friday afternoon. We
wrote when the budget was
40 days late, and asked
readers to contribute other
uses of the number 40.

Voting “No!” on the FY 2010-2011 Rye School Budget on May 18th
By Bertrand
de Frondeville
The Board that reversed the
Administration’s proposed
reduction last year and
disbanded the joint Budget
Analysis committee (BAC)
has, again, utterly failed to
stem the multimillion waste
and over-taxation that
started in 2001. “No.” is
the answer! We are going to
spell out some waste items,
obvious or logical, and how
we may help build a budget
that starts cleaning up while
enhancing
sustainable
education excellence.
But first, a more
extensive comparison of
yearly budget, tax rate and
enrollment (1994 base 100).
The tax rate is naturally
somewhat corrected for

inflation, which was low
through the period. I thank
a reader for requesting
such a refinement, if
only by difference with
the uncorrected budget.
I also add recent 200009 data on the national
tax rate (federal + state +
local) from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis quoted
in USA Today, pointing
out that the US enjoys its
lowest taxing level since
1950, the lowest among
rich OECD countries. A
possible surprise to “Tea
Party goers”, this is no
cause for pride since our
huge deficits mean debt
to China, Saudi et al. In
any case, our state is the
highest taxed, and wastes
much of that on counties
which Connecticut and
Massachusetts eliminated
to their advantage. Yet I

feel this addition makes
another strong point about
why Westchester and Rye
Schools need to sharply
reduce their predatory
property taxes.
There is an immediate
way to start this process
in our school district, “as
far as possible from the
students” (a valid District
mantra from both Board
and
Administration),
by eliminating the huge
over-taxation from excess
margins. This will have
absolutely NO IMPACT
on education, programs,
special education, or staff
employment.
Analyses supporting in
detail the potential savings
proposed in January 2009,
were provided to Board
and Administration in
February and March 2010
by former BAC members,

RCSD School Budget and Tax Rate compared to
Enrollment, 1994-95 to 2010-11 (from Budget Books) and
the National Tax Rate (federal + state + local: USA Today)
acting as a Budget Analysis
Citizen Advisory Group
(BACAG).
Potential
immediate savings were
found, again, in the $8-10+
million range, or 11-14%
of the $69 719 000 adopted
by the Board for the 201011 budget. Of these, excess
margins account for $2.3 to
4.3 million when combining

our analysis of the largest
items ($2-4 million in
salaries, benefits, revenueother-than-property
tax)
with Bob Zahm’s $300,000
proposals on smaller items
starting at the other end of
the spectrum.
Waste ($2-4 million):
Excess margins of $2see Voting No Pg. 23
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$4 million yearly were
embedded after 2000
in salaries, benefits and
revenues-other-thanproperty tax, averaging
$2.6million per annum
and cumulating to $21
million over 8 years. About
2/3 of this “slush fund”
was wasted on the neverbudgeted Osborn litigation
costs and reserves. The
Board acclaimed the Court
decision… and reimbursed
$2.4M to Osborn in
August 2008. This Board
still refuses to entertain
settlement
discussions
desired by Osborn, and by
our City which pays an
additional 22% of costs in
cash and counsel services.
Waste ($300,000):
Independently from us,
Trustee Zahm worked
from the bottom up to
identify wasteful margins
on smaller items, among
others: $30k for false
alarms, $60k for Teaching
Assistants (half of the
difference between $360k
budget and $240k actual
in 2009), $100k on High
school and $50k on Middle

School, etc. for a $300,000
combined
‘overtaxing’
as he called these excess
margins, all (like our #1)
without affecting a single
student or employee.
Unfortunately Zahm’s
proposals to the Board a
week before the Budget
Adoption meeting, were
turned down except for a
meager $13,000, and he
resigned, a true loss to
sustainable excellence.
Similarly, just like
last year, our own efforts
were
spurned,
even
repeatedly laughed down
when
we
questioned
spurious electives such as
Orienteering or Orientation
to Law in 6th Grade. Yet,
wasting money and time
on such “gut courses” is
an insult to our students, to
parents concerned with real
education, teachers who
teach real core curriculum
courses in languagesmath-sciences-historygeography, arts and phys.
ed., and to taxpayers who
bear the highest property
taxes in the nation. In a
revealing comment, the

last BAC chair justified
these “lite” offerings with
a “But we need to keep
students busy through their
mandated class time!”…
Budget reduction and
planned staff attrition
will be the best message
to send to an RTA still
unconscionably clinging
(Taylor Law) to lavish
benefits to which they
contribute preciously little,
and to the bloated 8.1%
average annual salary
increase
improvidently
granted in “better times”.
Our proposed 3-6%
reduction
(with
a
minimum -2%) is spanned
by Bronxville’s -1.8%
(laying off 30 staff and
streamlining programs) to
Briarcliff’s -6% to $49.5M,
laying off 42: 25 teacher
aides, 3 administrators,
5 security/custodians, 7
pupil support and clerical
staff. Smart peer districts in
Westchester, Long Island
and southwest Connecticut
do the same. Teachers
contracts less than 2
years old are reopened to
reduce salary increases

(and layoffs) and increase
employee shares of benefits
costs. Many compensations
are frozen for a year plus.
Yet this budget seeks a
rise to spend $22,000/
student, 2 and 2.5 times
the average in Connecticut
and Massachusetts which
top the nation in education,
3 times the cost of a top
international charter school
in Iowa.
If short of time, readers
may stop here. Let a
resounding NO tell the
Board their budget increase
amidst such clear waste
cannot be tolerated. Let a
revived BAC, with trustees,
parents and non-union
educators joining with our
BACAG, start immediate
work on other savings (see
below), investments and
budget reform (multi-year
actual-audited,
forward
plans, et al.) for next year.
As they are jointly
assessed and adopted, the
$7-9 million in additional
savings outlined below
may be allocated over a few
years, again in a specific
and open manner clear to

all concerned, to
• carefully optimized,
transparently
managed,
legal reserves for liabilities
that cannot be bonded;
• serious investments
(science labs, regulatory
sports field: $5-7M bond
windows in 2013 & 18);
• “return to taxpayers” as
one temporary reserve is
gratefully called in the
Scarsdale District.
Only then can all
parties look at each other,
reassured that sustainable
education excellence for our
current and future students
will be maintained and
enhanced with minimum
wastage, while reducing
our woeful 2-2.5 property
tax multiplier over nearby
Greenwich, CT.
Cast your vote on whether
to adopt the FY2010-2011
Rye School Budget and
for the two open school
board positions on May
18, 2010 at the Rye Middle
School gym. The polls will
be open from 7:00 am to
9:00 pm.

“An Open Letter to the People of New York”

By Danny Donohue
Albany, NY -- There’s
been a lot of irresponsible
rhetoric thrown at state
workers about the state’s
budget problems lately
and it’s important to set the
record straight about some
basic facts.
State employees didn’t
cause the state’s fiscal crisis
and slamming them won’t
solve it.

New York state
operations (the portion of
the budget covering state
executive branch agencies
and facilities) accounts
for about 8 percent of the
total state budget. State
employee paychecks are
a tiny fraction of that and
a very small part of the
deficit problem.
Governor Paterson is
wrong when he says state
employees have done
“nothing” to help address
the state’s fiscal crisis. It’s
insulting to state employees
who are working harder
than ever trying do their
jobs with less help, fewer
resources and scorn from
the governor himself. State
operations have been cut by

nearly $2 billion in the past
18 months, leaving many
agencies stretched to the
breaking point. They are
only operational because
of the dedication of CSEA
members and other state
employees.
Let’s be clear: CSEA
members do the work –
maintaining roads, taking
care of individuals with
developmental disabilities
and
mental
illness;
protecting
the
public
health; enforcing the law;
issuing drivers licenses
and vehicle registrations,
and providing the support
services that make every
state agency work. The
average CSEA member’s
state salary is about

$40,000 and our average
pension is under $16,000
annually. CSEA challenges
the governor to work a shift
in any CSEA member’s
shoes to understand what
sacrifice is.
Since summer 2008,
CSEA has offered the
governor
money-saving
ideas.
Some ideas have been
considerable: A Canadian
prescription drug option that
we have put forth and have
helped implement in nearly
40 municipalities across
the state is already saving
localities tens of millions
of dollars. Projections
for the state savings are
more significant – several
hundred million dollars.

CSEA also uncovered
excessive state use of
temporary employees hired
at premium costs through
temporary
employment
agencies. Many of the temp
workers have been working
in state jobs for years and
the Paterson administration
has spent more than $62
million of taxpayer money
on these temp workers in
the past 18 months.
The governor
undermines any credibility
he might have on the
severity of New York’s
budget situation when he
dismisses meaningful ideas
about cost savings.
Instead, he continues
see An Open Pg. 24
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Bock to the Future

From Page 23

Immigration Zero; Arizona ‘Won’

to turn to the media to
attack CSEA’s refusal to
make unilateral concessions
simply because he demands
them. CSEA will not reopen
contracts. Any business
person should understand
that a contract is a contract
and once you open one you
can never again bargain in
good faith. There are always
ways to find common ground,
but Governor Paterson has
repeatedly
undermined
cooperation.
The governor also seems
to conveniently forget that
last year, CSEA came to
an agreement on pension
reform that the governor
claimed would save the state
taxpayers more than $35
billion over time. He agreed to
no layoffs of state employees
for the remainder of his term
and he insisted on a targeted
job buyout plan. That plan,
solely administered by the
Paterson administration, has
failed to meet expectations
and attracted fewer than
100 high-paid management/
confidential
employees,
including
political
appointees.
CSEA has been around
for 100 years. We have
worked with every New
York governor dating back
to Charles Evans Hughes.
We have succeeded for a
century because we care
about making our state a
better place to live, work and
grow. Besides what we do
on the job, we are also the
backbone of the communities
where we live, contributing
in every conceivable way.
Governor Paterson has a
right to be wrong, but CSEA
has a right to respond when
he is. We will continue
to do whatever it takes to
protect the interest of CSEA
members and the services
we provide for the people of
New York.
In Solidarity,
Danny Donohue
Danny Donahoue is the
president of the CSEA
Civil Service Employees
Association (CSEA).

By Thomas Bock
I’ve written about the
trials and tribulations that
Arizonians have been
going through and the new
amendment they recently
passed with their House
Bill 2281, which amends
Section 15-843 of Arizona
Revised Statutes relating
to School Curriculum. It
prohibits a school district
or charter school from
including
courses
or
classes that either promote
the overthrow of the United
States government or
promote resentment toward
a race or class of people,
as well as banning ethnic
studies and promoting
equality. So, if I understand
this correctly, there will
no longer be specific
classes such as a ‘Hispanic
Studies’. All ethnicities
will now be studied instead
of one or two particular
races in individual course
studies. This is the right
thing.
Arizona appears to be
a cornucopia of reform for
what American schools
in particular and society
in general should be.
By addressing political
correctness and nipping it

in the proverbial political
wallet, Arizona is making
inroads to not only their
local control of immigration,
but also the financial
ruination currently being
experienced by so many
liberal states today. We’ve
seen a slow escalation in
governmental sponsorship
for things that most of us
have always felt obligated
to pay for ourselves, or
simply, do without because
we could not afford it. But
there’s a whole generation
of younger people that
have been raised with this
sense of governmental
entitlement. They don’t
merely wait for the
government nipple to be
bared, they seek it like a
junkie craves their next fix.
Another Arizona
amendment to take notice
of is Senate Bill 1305, an
act that amends Section
35-196.02 Arizona Revised
Statutes;
Relating
to
Public Funds. This bill
primarily addresses the
governmental funding of
abortions.
Interestingly,
Section A already provides
“that no public funds or tax
monies of the state… may
be expended for payment
to any person or entity for
the performance of any
abortion unless an abortion
is necessary to save the
life of the woman having
the abortion.” Section B
specifically states that
Arizona will “not expend
public or tax monies
directly or indirectly to

pay the costs, premiums
or charges associated
with a health insurance
policy, contract or plan
that provides coverage,
benefits or services related
to the performance of any
abortion unless an abortion
is necessary to either: 1.
Save the life of the woman
having the abortion. 2.
Avert
substantial
and
irreversible impairment of
a bodily function; C. This
section does not prohibit the
state from complying with
requirements of federal law
in Title XIX and Title XXI
of the social security act.”
Although pro-life, I
am happy to see any state
that condones abortion
seemingly change course,
regardless of the reason.
Sure, I can cite the sanctity
of life, the trauma of
abortions and numerous
other reasons. But here, in
this one state’s instance,
those reasons may be
irrelevant. It may simply
be a matter of economics
and statistics, neither of
which I am privy to. The
economics might be such
a strain on the state of
Arizona, that legislators
may have just thrown up
their hands and exclaimed
a line be drawn as they can
simply not afford to pay
for these abortions, with
the exception of saving the
mother’s life. The second
reason, the statistic, may
prove (or not) that the high
rate of abortions performed
are to illegal aliens,

although that seems to be
contradictory to a desire
to have their child born in
America.
Nevertheless,
it’s a problem Arizona has
begun to deal with, albeit
with great notoriety.
Whatever the reasons
behind their decisions
to cease payment for
abortions,
Arizonians
are being brought into a
spotlight that may not be
fair to them. Their treatment
of illegal aliens who are
stopped by the police
for other infractions or
suspicions are being giving
hysterical treatment by
the media, undue pressure
by other states legislators
and even our president
has unfairly jumped on the
ridicule bandwagon. But
whatever the reason for
their withdrawal of support
for abortion, I think it’s the
tip of the iceberg and more
states will wise up and
follow suit.
Thomas Bock, a systems
administrator, is a
candidate for the 92nd
New York State Assembly
in Albany. He is a life-long
resident of the Town of
Greenburgh and a 37year member and former
chief of the Elmsford Fire
Department. You can read
more on ElectTomBock.
com; ElectTomBock.
blogspot.com and can
reach him by email at
ElectTomBock
@gmail.com.
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Ed Koch Commentary

Jerusalem: Still Relevant After 2000 Years

By Edward I. Koch
Here’s my advice
on how Israel and the
Palestinian
Authority
should proceed with their
so-called
“proximity”
talks mediated by George
Mitchell.
Instead of putting
the hot-button issue of
Jerusalem last on the
agenda, the issue should
be addressed first. If the
Jerusalem question is
solved, everything else
should fall into place more
easily.
I believe there is
a way to keep Jerusalem
unified. I am talking not
only of the old walled city,
which is a very small part
of the city of Jerusalem, but
the whole city, east, west,
north and south.
All three major faiths
see Jerusalem as special.
It makes no sense to say
it is more sacred to one
group than another. But,
we know that when Jordan
controlled that city after the
1948 Arab-Israeli war, the

Jordanians made the old
walled city of Jerusalem
and the area called East
Jerusalem “Judenrein,” a
Nazi term meaning “free of
Jews.”
The Jordanians
destroyed every synagogue
and residence in the Jewish
quarter of the old walled
city. They expelled its
Jewish
inhabitants
to
Israel and even destroyed
parts of the ancient Jewish
cemetery on the Mount of
Olives using the ancient
tombstones as building
material for the Jordanian
army’s latrines.
In contrast, after
Israel captured all of East
Jerusalem, including the
old walled city, during
the 1967 Six-Day War,
Arabs were permitted to
remain and those of every
religious and non-religious
persuasion were given
access to the whole city of
Jerusalem, including the
walled city with its holy
places.
Jews now pray at
the Western Wall, having
been denied the right to do
so during the 19 years of
Jordanian rule. Christians
have access to and control
all of the ancient sites holy
to them. Muslims continue
praying at their two
mosques built on the site

where Solomon built and
Herod rebuilt the Jewish
Temple.
Jerusalem has
never been more accessible
since the ancient days of the
Kingdom of Judea when the
city was the Jewish capital,
having been so designated
by King David who won it
by defeating the Jebusites.
But reciting history
does not solve the current
problems
facing
the
negotiators
representing
Israel and the Palestinian
Authority in their newly
begun
indirect
talks.
Almost everyone believes
Jerusalem must remain
open to all.
Can that
continue to exist if both
Israel and the Palestinians
want their national capitals
to be located in Jerusalem?
The answer, I believe, is
yes. East Jerusalem is
now shared by Jews and
Arabs. There are 280,000
Jews living in that part of
Jerusalem, including in the
old walled city.
My suggestion is to
situate the new Palestinian
capital in that part of
East Jerusalem that is
occupied overwhelmingly
by Palestinians, allow
the inhabitants of East
Jerusalem
-Jews,
Christians, Muslims and
those living elsewhere in
the city -- to pick the state

to which to pledge their
allegiance and to cast two
votes – one in municipal
elections for one mayor to
govern the entire city of
Jerusalem, and a separate
vote in national elections
related to the Jewish and
Palestinian states living
peacefully side by side.
Jerusalem is now
roughly two-thirds Jewish
and one-third Muslim.
The Christian population
is about 2 percent. All
under the proposal would
be voting for a single city
council and one mayor.
Based on the current
population, the mayor
would be Jewish. If the
demographics
changed
over the years in favor of
the Muslims, a Muslim
mayor could be elected.
New York City with
its model of five borough
presidents is a good model
to emulate with Muslim
and Jewish areas electing
borough presidents to
respond to the local needs
of the inhabitants. If I
could live and govern when
I was mayor with Andy
Stein as borough president
of Manhattan, the mayor
of Jerusalem can live and
govern with a borough
president elected in the
Palestinian part of East
Jerusalem.

As for the peace
talks currently underway,
I think that it is ridiculous
that they are indirect,
since heretofore, the talks
were direct.
Also, the
fact that the leader of the
Palestinian Authority, Abu
Mazen, is unwilling to say
he on behalf of his people
recognizes the legitimacy of
the Jewish state of Israel is
grounds for understandable
suspicion on the part of the
Israelis. What President
Obama should do through
Mr. Mitchell is ask that there
be matching statements
at the beginning of the
talks and before the fate
of Jerusalem is discussed,
with Israel recognizing
once again the need for
a two-state solution, and
the Palestinians publicly
announcing in Arabic,
Hebrew and English their
acceptance of the Jewish
state of Israel living side
by side in peace with a
Muslim state.
Let me know your
thoughts
at
eikoch@
bryancave.com.
The Honorable Edward I.
Koch served New York City
as its 105th Mayor from
1978 to 1989.

The Spoof: Tweeting Divorce Plans Now Subject to Pre-nup Rules

By Gail Farrelly
At its conference in Iceland
yesterday, the Get Me
Outta Here Association
(GMOHA), an international

group of divorce attorneys,
announced
that
its
membership had added a
new recommendation about
what should be included in
pre-nups: proper etiquette
for tweeting divorce plans.
There are 98 rules, 95 of
them covered in volcanic
ash and totally unreadable.
But here are the three that
remain:
1. Each half of the couple is
allowed a maximum of 365
tweets (one a day for a year)
about the divorce.

2. Name calling, complaints,
evaluation
of
sexual
performance, and gossip
about other lovers is
expressly forbidden.
3. The couple should
simultaneously do their
first tweets announcing the
divorce. This means that
they must coordinate by
meeting at an agreed-upon
place (Starbucks, perhaps?)
with their Internet devices
and do this routine: Ready,
Set, Tweet!
Attorney
John
Tweet-

Tweet, Chairman of the
GMOHA, said that their
twitter work was especially
important, now that it has
been announced that the U.
S. Library of Congress is
archiving tweets. “When
you are an important part
of history,” he said, “you
have to plan ahead.” He
then rushed off to try to get
on the first plane leaving
for Los Angeles to counsel
client Larry King, who was
suffering his eighth bout of
buyer’s remorse.

Gail Farrelly is the author
of three mystery novels.
The latest is “Creamed
at Commencement: A
Graduation Mystery.”
One of her short stories
is published online:
“Get Yourself a Face”
(about a Mafia princess
who buys herself a face
transplant and a lot of
trouble). Her story “Even
Steven” was a finalist in
the 2007 Derringer Award
competition.
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Shifting Gears: Rolling With the Road Runners

under the hood, noting

trouble spotting a Genesis.

The Genesis’ six
speed transmission comes
in two flavors: traditional
manual with aluminum
paddles, or automatic
with an electronic manual
shift mode that is equally
smooth and responsive.
If the exterior of
the Genesis is designed to
grab the youthful and the
speed addicted, the interior
is intended to appeal to a
much broader spectrum.
This was not a car designed
in Asia. The Genesis’
outer look came from the
crayons of Eric Stoddard,
a white, California surfer

the 3.8-liter V-6 engined
capable of cranking out 306
horsepower and taking off
from 0 – 60 miles per hour
in just 5.7 seconds. That
puts the Genesis about a
half second and $6,000 less
than Infiniti’s G-Thang.
The
officer
walked around the car,
noted its trim lines and
flared humps over the
racing tires, and asked
how fast it could go. When
informed that the Genesis
tops out at a bit over 150
miles per hour he looked
surprised, and then said,
simply, “I’ll have to look
out for these.”
He won’t have

They are sleek, low, with
a slim, short grill flanked
by sharply slanted high
density lights, an elevated
rear and a wide stance.
It is a rear wheel drive
sport coupe which takes
off without a trace of a
shimmy. The rocker panels
are low and wide, as if
designed to stabilize the
car while in flight – though
the stability is taken care
of by the Genesis’ traction
and roll controls. Its low
grill, which curves up and
around the fog lights, gives
the impression of a kid
with a permanent smirk –
particularly as it is racing
towards you.

dude, and the Black and
Hispanic men on his team.
The interior came from the
defter palates of the women
in Hyundai’s western
design studio.
She was a retired
librarian whose automotive
tastes ran to Honda Civics
and who seldom drove
more than five miles an hour
past the posted speed limit.
But she found the lines of
the Genesis, with its soft
curves, intriguing. Inside,
she frequently found her
hands almost caressing the
double stitched leather that
was soft and supple like
formal leather gloves. The
gears shifted seamlessly,

By Roger
Witherspoon
The
young
pair waiting for the light
to change outside the
corner Starbucks made an
attractive sight. The sevenyear-old black kid, whose
cap matched the color and
rakish angle of his young
father’s, held tightly to his
Dad’s hand as he stared
intently at the car pulling
up to the curb.
“What kind of
car is that, Dad?” he asked.
“Let’s find out,”
the young man replied.
Together, they
walked slowly around the
car – twice – the youngster
commenting on the crayon
red color with the orange
undertones, the sunroof,
the curved lines and the
19-inch wheels which, next
to his thin frame, looked
huge.
“That
is
one tricked out ride,”
commented the father. “I’d
never have thought it was a

Hyundai.”
Actually,
it
was the Hyundai Genesis
Coupe, the two door sports
car that the Koreans bill
as the “evil twin” to their
more traditional Genesis
sedan. It is a revved up
sports car aimed in theory
at a fast moving market
carved out by the Infiniti
G-37, the Mustang GT and
the BMW M3, with a few
design cues reminiscent of
the Mazda RX-8. But, the
Korean design team clearly
intends the Genesis to run
ahead of the pack rather
than with it.
That was also the
impression of the NJ State
Trooper, who paused as
he came out of Starbucks
and asked first to look
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without the thought and
conscious effort she was
used to, and the 6.5-inch
navigation touch screen
was easy to use. As she
shifted into fifth gear and
realized the speedometer
was pushing 90 miles per
hour she said, simply, “I
can get used to this.”
The
Genesis
comes with a load of
upscale electronics. For
safety, there are heated side
mirrors with turn signal
indicators, as well as high
intensity headlights and fog
lamps. For entertainment,
there is XM satellite radio,
which is integrated with
the navigation system for
real time traffic updates.
It has easily connected
Bluetooth,
and
for
additional entertainment,
contains a CD player as
well as iPod and USB ports
mated to an 8-GB hard
drive and a 10-speaker,
360-watt sound system.
All of which
makes the Genesis a headturning sports car that one
is reluctant to get out of.
2010 Hyundai Genesis
GT
MSRP: $29,750
EPA Mileage: 17 MPG
City

26 MPG Highway
Performance / Safety:
0 – 60 MPH: 5.7 Seconds
Top Speed: 150 MPH
3.8-Liter aluminum DOHC
V-6 engine producing
306 horsepower and 266
pound-feet of torque; sport
tuned MacPherson strut
dual link front suspension;
sport tuned 5-link rear
suspension; 6-speed

manual transmission;
Brembo disc brakes
with ABS; 19-inch alloy
wheels; electronic stability
and traction controls;
fog lights and Xenon
high intensity headlights;
leather wrapped, tilt
steering wheel with
fingertip audio controls;
backup warning system;
front airbags, front seatmounted side airbags, and

front side curtain airbags.
Interior / Comfort:
AM/FM/XM satellite
radio; navigation system
with 6.5-inch touch screen;
10-speaker, 360-watt
sound system; CD player;
iPod and USB ports; 8-GB
juke box hard drive; power
sun roof; heated front
seats; leather wrapped,
tilt steering wheel with

fingertip audio controls;
Bluetooth connection;
heated side mirrors.
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